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A. Use
1. GetrNG STARTED
The application Mysidlan can be started in different ways. After installing the application it
can be started from the 'Programs' folder of the start menu. It can also be started from your
desktop, where the application is represented by an icon that is shown in Figure 1:
Mysidlon.ico
Figure 1. Illustration of start-up icon for Mysidlan
After starting up the application a username and password have to be filled in.
Figure 2. Illustration of the start-up form
After clicking 'OK' the application continues to load; a menu is displayed at the top of the
screen. The next parts of this chapter will explain the different actions and possibilities.
A representation of the menu is given in the table below; navigating through the manual is
possible by clicking on the different menu items in this table.
Table 1. Main toolbar in the Mysidlan application
The help option from the menu has two active items: 'Manual', which opens the manual in
Acrobat Reader and 'About', which gives the program information
t3
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2.Fve
This menu is the main key to enter the data. There are three possible choices in this menu:
'Open Data', 'Close Data' and 'Exit'.
2.7 Open Data
This action has to be done each time after the data has been closed and you want to open
and work on a data file. After having chosen this option the following dialog box is shown:
Figure 3. Example of the dialog box to open a data file
In the field path the location of the data file has to be filled in. It is possible to navigate
through the different folders with the button 'Browse'. After having filled in the right
location click the 'Open' button. In this way, the data will be loaded and editing and
manipulating the data will be possible.
2,2 Close Data
After editing a data set, and before opening another one, the current data set has to be
closed. This is possible by choosing the option 'Close data' from the file menu.
2,3 Exit
The exit option in the file menu is used to quit the application Mysidlan. Data is
automatically stored.
I4
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3. DAtr
In the main menu the second option is the one on data. It is used to access the three main
ways of using the data.
o Editing the data on the different taxonomic levels is possible in the option 'Editing'
o Editing the documents with the links to the scanned articles is possible in the option
'Documents'.
o Searching through the database is possible in the option 'Search'.
The three different options will be discussed in depth in following chapters. Examples and
screen captures will be used to illustrate the possible actions. Links to practical information
on different menus will be added too.
3.1 Editino qeneral explanation
After choosing this option, a window is opened with the classification tree. This tree can be
edited on the different levels. The genus, species and record level can contain links to
documents. In the record level input of other data is also possible.
A brief summary of the purposes of this form:
1. To input and edit the taxonomic tree
2.To create measurement records under species nodes
3. To store diverse sets of morphological, biogeographical and ecological information
about specimens in records
4. To link some types of nodes to an electronic version of the publication from which the
information was extracted
This section contains information on the following topics:
o Adding nodes to the tree
o Navigating the tree
o Genus nodes
o Species nodes
o Record nodes
In the following part different possible actions are described in detail. Each time, the
actions are indicated by the following symbol: *.
,{
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The classification tree is the central part of the data set. It is the switchboard to which all
the other data is linked. The classification tree contains different levels referring to the most
up-to-date classification. All possible levels are shown in table 1.
Table 2. List of levels in the classification tree
Possible actions on the tree are explained below.
3.1.1.1 Adding items to the tree
It is possible to add items on different levels in the tree. Only taxonomically valid additions
are allowed, e.g. it is not possible to include a family level under a genus level item.
* Adding an item in the tree is done by moving the mouse pointer to the insertion point. A
right mouse click brings up a menu where the option 'Insert Item' can be chosen. In the
dialog box shown in figure 1, the level of the new item has to be filled in, as well as a
description, which is mostly the name of the added level.
lt-r
r-_l
l
L-.J
a.
iL,
I
._l
j
ii
I
r_..1
Kingdom
Phylum
Class
Subclass
Superorder
Order
Suborder
Superfamily
Family
Subfamily
Tribe
Genus
Species
Record
Figure 4. Dialog box for inserting an item in the classification tree
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Example: The user wants to insert a new family in the order of the Mysida.
First he has to move the mouse pointer to the name Mysida and right-
click on this item. Then he has to choose the option 'insert Item'. As
level name he must choose'family', as description the name of the
family, e.g. Leptomysidae.
3.1.1.2 Navigation in the tree
Navigation in the tree can be done by moving the scrollbar on the right-hand side of the
form. There is a possibility to navigate on different levels in the tree. Therefore different
levels in the tree can be expanded or collapsed.
Levels above the genus level which are collapsed are indicated by a '+'-symbol before the
name of the item. If expanded a '-'-symbol is shown.
On genus level the indications are a bit different:
't
'l
'l
o Genera that contain no species (at present) are preceded by
o Genera containing one or more species are preceded by t
expanded
o
if collapsed and I if
When a taxon name is highlighted, an overview of its classification level is shown in the
status bar (example on page 74) at the base of the screen. At species level, this
classification list is preceded by species name and naming source.
* The tree can also be expanded and collapsed with a right mouse click. Again, a menu
(example on page 73) is given where the option 'Refresh tree' can be chosen. In the dialog
box, the right commands have to be filled in, according to the wishes of expansion of tree.
Figure 5. Illustration of the dialog box for collapsing and expanding the classification tree
In the input field of 'expand down to level' the level to which the tree must be expanded, is
filled in.
In the input field of 'Collapse back at level' the level to which the tree must be collapsed, is
filled in. This function always starts from the expansion of tree at the moment this function
is started.
Both fields can be set at the same value. This most often gives the best results. In the input
field 'Update Option', there is a choice between 'refill' and 'redraw'. The 'redraw' choice
completely regenerates the tree. The 'refill' choice just fills in the levels not displayed at
that moment.
t7
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3.1.2 Genus level
On the classification level 'genus' in the tree, a tab with the name 'links' is appearing next
to the classification tab. This tab can be made visible by first clicking on the genus name
itself and afterwards on the link tab at the top of the form. More detailed information will
be given in another part where every field of this tab will be explained.
Go to detailed information on genus link on page 19.
Example of the tab on page72.
3,J.,.Q........ $peeie$..1 ey..el
On the classification level 'Species' in the tree, a tab with the name 'links' is appearing
next to the classification tab. This tab can be made visible by first clicking on the species
name itself and afterwards on the link tab at the top of the form. More detailed information
will be given in another part where every field of this tab will be explained.
Go to detailed information on species link on page 20.
Example of the tab on page7Z.
3,.1.,.4........ B.e.se rC.. !.eyel
Under the species level there is also a possibility to add different records. These records
refer to different reports of the species linked to documents from where the data was taken.
In these record levels there appear a lot more tabs in which information found in the source
referred to in the links tab, can be added. This information is morphological, ecological and
geographical.
More detailed information will be given in another part where every field of this tab will be
explained.
Go to detailed infbrmation on record link onpage2l.
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3.2 Mysidacea detailed explanation on the links
3.2.1 Genus 
- 
Level
3.2.1.1 General
On 'genus' level, there is the possibility to add an information source in the tab 'links'. This
source is described as a bibliographic link with different classical parts of a bibliographic
description. These biogeographical data can be added in the part 'Documents', which can
be opened in the main menu bar in the part 'data' . More precise information on managing
the document database is given in the part on documents (page 25).
The tab 'links' links a document with its unique identification number (ID-number) to a
genus in the tree. A document can only be linked to one specific genus. The document
mostly contains the description of the genus or basic information on the genus.
See example of the tab on page 72.
3.2.1.2 Explanation of the different fields
In this tab different buttons and fields are present, which need some more explanation.
3.2.1.2.1 Document
This field contains the unique ID number of the document. By typing the number or by
scrolling through the list (example of the scroll list on page74) of documents and choosing
a document of the list, a link is created between the genus and the document. The fields
with the bibliographic data are automatically updated with the information on the chosen
document.
Scrolling is possible by clicking the arrow, which appears when the cursor is moved over
the'documents' field.
It is usually easier to search first in the document database for the correct ID-number with
the search options included there and remember this number and then fill it in manually.
3.2.1.2.2 Naming Usage
This field gives some more information on the type of information that is in the document
referred to. Mostly in the genus this is informative. This means that the article just gives
information on the genus.
3.2.1.2.3 Edit-button
Using this option, it becomes possible to edit the document information in the document
database itself. Sometimes this is useful when a certain document is already linked to
another level (genus, species or record). This is visible because a genus or species name
that does not fit with the genus to which the document has to be linked appears, in the field
'link'.
t9
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Solving this problem can be done by cloning the document in the document database and
thus creating a new unique ID number for the document.
3.2.1.2.4 View-button
This button is one of the most powerful tools of Mysidlan. By clicking this button a view of
the scanned document is given in PDF-format. This document shows the full article or the
scanned part as it has been scanned and is completely full text searchable.
See example of scanned document onpage76.
3.2.2
- 
Level
3.2.2.1 General
On the level 'species' in the tree, there is, as with the genus level, the possibility to define a
link with a document. These documents are quite important concerning the naming of the
species.
The author and the description are automatically generated out of the linked document that
is chosen as naming source. The documents themselves can be edited in the part on
documents (see page 25).
The tab 'links' links a document with an own unique identification number (ID number) to
a certain species in the tree. A document can only be linked to one specific species, genus
or record.
See example of the tab on page72.
3.2.2.2 Explanation of the different fields
In this tab different buttons and fields are present, which need some more explanation.
The way of linking documents to species is the same as stated in the chapter on 'Genus'.
The buttons described in that chapter are the same for the 'species' node.
3.2.2.2.1 Naming Usage
This field gives some more information on the type of information stored in the document.
There are different possibilities:
o Original naming source: The original description of the species
o Actual naming source: A more recent description in which the recent naming has been
proposed
o Informative: Other data mostly not of taxonomically valuable
20
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3.2.3.1 General
The record level is a non-taxonomic level in the tree. It is used as a tool to enter data from
different articles, reports or other sources in a standardised way. The data in all the visible
tabs is always taken from the document to which the record is linked.
This data is subdivided in a couple of tabs, which will be described more in detail below. In
each example of the tab, there is a link to the real descriptive part concerning the choices in
the different input fields.
A list of the different tabs is shown in Table 3.
Tob-nomes
Occurrence
Head
Thorax
Abdomen I
Abdomen2
Remarks
Links
Table 3. List of the tabs in the 'editing'form
There are four types of fields in the different tabs: numerical fields, listbox fields in which
just one choice out of a list of values is possible, multiple choice boxes in which different
values out of the list can be added and memo fields in which text can be added.
The 
-3 value is the default value in the numerical fields. 'NA' is the default value for the
other types of fields.
3.2.3.2 Occurrence
In this tab some general information on the species occurrence can be added. Depth,
longitude and latitude are added in numerical fields; the geographical area and the habitat
information are multiple choice boxes.
::t 
t"ott information on the values in the fields: use the links to the chapters on occurrence
o Depth
o Longitude & Latitude
o Geographic area
o Biotope
See example of the occurrence tab on page77.
N.B. The values available in the multiple-choice boxes can be changed in the menu-item
'System-Tables' (see page 68).
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3,2.3.3 Head
I This tab is mainly used for input of information oR somo major units on the head. Apart
frorn this, there are also some fields for input of morphometric data.
I The morphometric fields are numerical fields. The three fields on the morphology of theI head are multiple-choice boxes.
I For more information on the valuos in the fields: use the links to the chapters onI Morphometry and Head ...
o Male total lengthI :ffi
. F"*liJstunduro r"nnth
r : ffi""aIscale
. Mouri, pur,
!
I See example on the 'Head' tab on page 78.
t
I N.B. The values available in the multiple-choice boxes can be changed in the meilu-itemI 'System-Tables' (see page 68).
t 3.2.3.4 Thorax
I ffif,*:i'"fr#lH:flJ:illl*:S'$:rffi11,",iliffiil1f,i*the thorax' on rhErab
For more information on the values in the fields: use the links to the chapters on
I Morphometry and Thorax ...I o Length carapace
r pairs of marsupial lamellae
I o CaraPaceo Thoracopod
l(r iee example of the thorax tab on page 78.
I N.B. The values available in the multiple-choice boxes and the listboxes can be changed inI the menu-item 'System-Tables' (see page 68).
I
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I g,2.g.s Abdomen:l
I This tab gives the opportunity to input data on the pleopods. Each pleopod of the femaleI and the male has four input fields. The four fields are all listboxes in which juet onEchsice
of a value can be made.
I Each pleopod has a field on rami, number of endopods, number of exopods andt morphological features.
I More information on the values in the fields can be found in the chapter on Pleopsds ...
I
See example of the Abdomenl tab on page79.
I
N.B. The values available in the multiple-choice boxes can be changed in the mEnu-inmI 
'system-Tables' (see page 68).I
3.2.3.6 Abdomen2! This tab is used for input of data on the last segment of the abdomen. The form is split up in
I a right side and a left side. The fields on the left side contain infonnation on the uropods
I while these on the right side contain inforrnation on the telson.
r For more information on the values in the fields: use the links to the chapters on Abdomen
I morphology... o Statocyst
I o Number spines exopodt o Number spines endopod
r Uropods
o TelsonI r Numbet spines telson
o Number spinules telson
r 
o Length ratio Telson
I See example of Abdomen 2 tab on pagel9.I
I N.B. The values available in the multiple-choice boxes can be changod in the menu-itemr 
'system 
-Tables'(see page 68).
I
I
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3.2.3.7 Remarks
This tab is an additional tab in which remarks on the record can be added. These remarks
mostly refer to the other tabs. It is possible to "use a pre-defined template in which the
names of the other tabs are available.
* Right-clicking the input field will bring up the shortcut menu shown in the figure below.
Choose the 'insert template' option and the template is automatically added in the 'remarks'
field.
See example of the 'remarks' tab without template on page 80.
See example of the 'remarks' tab with template on page 80.
3.2.3.8 Links
This tab is the one used to link the document, from which the data for the other tabs is
taken, to the record. Again, each document has a unique ID-number, which links the
document to the record.
See example of links tab on page73.
Linking documents to the records is mainly the same as stated in the chapter on 'Genus'.
The buttons on the tab cause the same actions as described in that chapter.
3.2.3.8.1 Naming Usage
This field gives some more information on the type of information that is stored in the
document. There are different possibilities:
o Data source: The original data source from which the data for the tabs has been taken.
o Informative: Other data except for the data source.
!
I
!
T
!
t
!
T
i
T
T
il
l
Figure 6. Illustration of the menu
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3.3 Documents
All the bibliographic data is stored in a separate document database, which can be accessed
without having to close the main database with taxonomic information. Nodes from the
main, taxonomic database are linked to documents, to indicate the origin of the information.
The following part will discuss how the database is used.
See example of the form on page 81.
.9,.Q,.1. . . .......Ex p !.e n a.lien . ef..!.h.e..f i.e.t ds
As seen in the table below or in the Mysidlan itself, the form consists of several editable
fields and a number of buttons. The fields and buttons are organised in functional groups,
separated from each other by a box.
A list of the different fields can be found in Table 4. Buttons are indicated in dark grey.
Table 4. Overview of different buttons and fields in the documents form
3.3.2 P..etei !.e C..e x. p.l a. n a.t !.e. .n
3.3.2.1 lD
This field stores a number, assigned automatically by the software to each record the
moment it is added to the database. This number is unique for each document, and is the
one used for linking the documents to a genus, species or record.
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When a record in the document database is deleted, the ID numbEr of this docurnent is
automatically deleted too and won't be used again later on. So, every number is generated
just once.
9.3.2.2 Type
This field gives an indication on what type of data is stored in the record. There are
different types to chose from, which are given in the table. kr the Mysidacea-databaso the
'description' value is most cofllmon.I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
t
I
Text document of an orisinal.article.
Drawinss on the species. without any text.
of e.e. a meeting on a group of
Video material of e.g. the mo
Own data that has not been
Table 5. Overvicw of document types in the 'type' lleld
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3.3.2.3 Specifications
These fields contain bibliographic information on the document. In this way it is easier to
search for certain documents.
3.3.2.3.1 Title
Gives the title of the document. In most cases this is the title of a book or an article. It is
given as on the publication, without translations or abbreviations.
When the document type does not refer to an article or book or something with an existing
title, the general information on the document can be added in this field.
3.3.2.3.2 Author
This field gives the name of the author(s). The names are always given in the same way:
o One author: where xxxxx is the surname and y are the initials. E.g.
o Two or more authors: where xxxxx and v are as
defined above.
E.g. reen J.G. &Hadley, D.J
3.3.2.3.3 Journal
This field contains the title of the journal in
with volume, issue number (if known) and
which the physical article appeared, together
pagination. No abbreviations are used for the
journal title. The field is always build up tn the same way:
In this, x gives the complete name of the journal or book, 88 gives the volume number of
the periodical when referring to an article, 9 gives the issue number in the volume, 1111
gives the start page and2222 gives the end page of the article.
Examples:
o Journal of Plankton Research 15: 1141-1148
o Mahasagar 14 (3):207-209
r Cambridge University press volume XXVII: 289-299
3.3.2.3.4 Locality
This is a field, which gives an indication on the place the article is about. This is NOT the
publication location.
E.g. when an article is published in London and is about Mysids of South Africa than in the
field South Africa and not London is added.
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3.3.2.4 Electronic document relative to path ...
These are two fields of which just one can be edited. These two fields give the location and
linking information for the electronic document.
In the title of the box the path is given where all the electronic documents must be stored.
This path can be changed in system 
- 
maintenance 
- 
Hyperlink Base (see page 63).
3.3.2.4.1 Hyperlink
This field is used to store the name of the electronic document. The name of the file is
always between '##' Additional information before the file name can also be added
manually or automatically. It is this information which will be visible in the Mysidacea
database. When there is no additional information added, the file name is displayed.
The filename itself can be typed manually (with a bigger chance for mistakes) or can be
added with the edit-button.
Additional information can be added automatically when a document is linked to a genus,
species or record. When the document was not yet linked then automatically the genus
name or the species name will be added. Confirmation for this will be asked. When the
documents in the tree are linked in this way, it is possible to see if a document was already
linked to a certain object (genus, species or record). It is also easier to see if the document
has to be cloned to create unique document links.
Example: Hvperlink Visuol
#Ml184# Ml184
Leotomvsis#M1184# Leptomysis
Gastrosaccus olivae#Ml 1 84# Gastrosaccus olivae
Table 6. Illustration of link between hyperlink information and the visual part of information
3.3.2.4.2 Visual
This field shows what will be visible in the Mysidacea database. This depends on the link
of the document with the genus, species or record.
3.3.2.4.3 Edit
* This button gives the possibility to add an electronic document to a record in the
document database. By pressing the button, a form is opened in which the file can be
chosen. It automatically opens the path indicated in the rectangle surrounding these
'hyperlink' fields. This path can be changed in system 
- 
maintenance 
- 
Hyperlink Base (see
page 63).
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Figure 7. Illustration of the form used for choosing the file that has to be linked to a certain
record
The document can be chosen by single left clicking on the file name and then pressing the
'open'-button or by double left clicking the filename.
3.3.2.4.4 View
* This button is used to open the electronic document and to watch it on screen.
Depending on the extension of the document, the according and present application will be
opened to show the chosen file.
Examples:
r M1187.pdf will be opened in e.g. Acrobat viewer.
o Leptomysis.doc will be opened in Microsoft word.
o List.txt will be opened in Wordpad or Write.
o Photo.tif , xxxxjpg, yyy.bmp, ... will be opened in a graphic application such as
Paintshop, Corel Draw, ...
3.3.2.5 Physical document
This group has just one field with information, which can be added to the record.
3.3.2.5.1 Call nr
The call number gives an indication of the place where the document can be found in a
certain library. This library can be a personal or a general library. In this application call
numbers of the Marine Library of the University of Ghent Section Marine Biology are
used.
T 
.a
i1
,
rl
I
193 lgKeyMaach_x HMl184 WM11921069_* EM11B6 8M119352 SMl072_x 8M1187 8M12041
68_173 SMl074_r*
Gaswirtext ffit'ttt80_x EHt"tttSt
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3.3.2.6 Status bar
This is the one-but-lowest bar of the form. It contains three buttons, which are explained
below.
3.3.2.6.1 Delete
* By pressing this button, the current record will be deleted. Conformation for this action
is asked before it is executed. The ID number (see page 25) is also deleted and won't be
used again in later made new records in the document database. There is no possibility to
'undo' the'delete' action.
3.3.2.6.2 Clone
f( This button is very useful to link unique document links with objects of the tree. When
there is already a link with a certain document in the tree, a new record has to be made to
create the unique link with another object in the tree.
Pressing this button automatically creates a new record with a new ID-number with the
same information in the different fields as the original document. In the title field the ID
number of the original document is added. The different fields can be edited.
3.3.2.6.3 Close
* Pressing this button closes the documents database. Every change is automatically
saved.
3.3.2.7 Navigation bar
The arrows on the bar can be used to navigate through the document database. The bar is
illustrated in Figure 8. The different buttons are explained in Table 7.
Buttons Explonotion
Wffi
Go to first record
Go to former record
No of current record
Go to next record
Go to last record
New record
Total number of records
w
Wffi
Figure 8. Illustration of the navigation bar
Table 7. Explanation of the different buttons and fields in the navigation bar
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U Search
r 9,.4J........!.nIreCH9.!!.enI #il:ffi,,,?#rirll,'*ff-1ff!fr:Jif:'#x1,,f,il]:k:lTlffi'l6xffi'loo*
- defined, and the degree of control the user has. The Search is built in such a way that
r searching on any item is possible, that output of any item is possible and ttrat ordering on
I any item is possible. Specifying a search can be done manually for users whohaver 
experience with SQL (Structured Query Language), or by using the query builder.
r 
.Q,.4,a..-....R|nhgl..eynry..im'-
I The Search-tool can be accessed by clicking Search in the menu under dara in the rnain
t menu bar.
I A global view of the construction of the Search-tool is given in Figure 9.T
frifa$e:
*'.itsm{
t iiemz
* items
i* .,
:CI.rdarlng Oufrut
{\
0u*tgbiuilder
\j\J
Satempfil $ffit$i
Figure 9. Overview of the worldng of the Search-tool in Myridlan.
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The next part will explain all details of the Search.
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3.4.3.1 Query
The top part of the Search form contains a box titled 'Query', in which some surrounding
properties for the Query can be defined.
Figure 10. View of the upper part of the Search form.
The function of the items seen in Figure 10 is explained below:
3.4.3.1.1 Name
In this field, a name for the query can be Bly9tr, so it can be saved and be used later on. If
you wanr ro open a saved query, click thel bufton in this field to open a list of the saved
queries; clicklhe query and seiect it. When clicking the I button/icon at the right side of
the 'name' field, the 'General Selection Form' is opened. Use this form to search for
queries with certain characteristics:
Figure 1.1. General selection form
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€
€
G
Filter Parameters: ID and Name of the query searched for
Get List: Generates the requested list.
Select Item: Selects the curent item in the list and opens that particular query in the
Query form.
Clear: Clears the current selection.
Print: Generates the 'Generic Reporting' menu:@
Figure 12. Generic reporting menu
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Select one of the printing parameters:
Table E. Prlnt specifications for a print of a 'Generic Report'
The 'Generic Report' is shown on the screen before being printed. An example of a
'Generic report is given below in Figure 13.
Nr Of Columns
Column Widths
Adaptive
Portrait
Built-in
Destination
Id
Manual
Name
Criterion:
Queries with charact€ri6tica...
0
1
J
4
5
o
10
1000
1001
2W7
2008
20as
2o1a
2012
m1t
2014
?!15
2016
2017
2018
<Ngw Quory>
Builtin Query Examplo
T€st Piene Nr I
Test Pioro Nr 2
T€st Pione Nr 3
Test Piene Nr 4
T€st Piono Nr 5
CartesianProduc{Qusryo1
Spoci€s for certain locatiorc (Dgtailed)
Spgci€s for c6rtain looalions (Groupod)
T6st Pieff€ Nr 6
gdsl
gd62
gd63
gds4
nooutput
gdsS
z-T6stingrB
z*T€EtingtA
azx
alx
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
NIY
0
-1
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Figure 13. Print preview of Report
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3.4.3.1.2 Destination
In this field, the output of the executed query has to be chosen. The different possibilities
on output are listed in Table 9.
q
€
3.4.3.1.3 Buttons
Nery: Clicking this button clears all the current fields and starts the building of a new
query.
Build: Click this button to generate SQL from the query definition.
Execute: Click this button to generate SQL from the query definition and execute it.
The result of the query will be send to the selected 'Destination'.
3.4.3.2 Manual SQL input
By means of the 'search form', the user can build queries in SQL (Structured Query
Language). For users who are fully acquainted with the SQL syntax, the queries can be
build manually. Click the 'Manual' check-box and enter the required SQL statements in a
new query or edit the SQL statements in an existing query.
Text File (no la
Text File (eridlike
Rich Text Format
Table 9. Query output possibilities
Figure 14. Search form for manually built queries
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Most users however will build queries using the 'search form menu'. This menu consists of
four tabs ) that control the construction of a valid
query and the output of it to a user-defined destination. The query module generates SQL
on the basis of the choices the user has made and executes the statement, ONLY if this is a
valid SQL statement. If it is not, the message 'Not a valid SQL statement' is shown!
The next part will explain the use of the Search form.
3.4.3.3 Output
By clicking the tab 'Output' it is made current; three columns appear: 'Ln', 'Set' and
'Field'.
3.4.3.3.1
This column shows the
automaticallv.
3.4.3.3.2
Ln
line number of the criterion. This number is generated
Set
The different fields that can be selected are grouped into 'Sets of fields'; click the I
button on the right of the current line to open a drop-down list with the 'Set' choices. Click
a set to select it. A list of the different sets for Mysidlan is given in Table 10.
Figure 15. Search form for menu-built queries
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Set of Fields
Classification
Documents
Head
Thorax
Abdomenl
Abdomen2
Occurrence
Others
Table 10. Sets of fields
3.4.3.3.3 Field
After a 'Set' has been chosen, click the ffi button on the right of the current line to open a
drop-down list with the possible choices for the type of field. This is shown in Figure 16.
The different field types are: Long (numeric), Integer (numeric), Single (numeric), Text
(Text), Memo (Text).
Figure 16. Example of field selection
A list of the different fields ordered by the 'set of fields' is given below.
Name
Type ld
Year
Author
Journal
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Table 13. List of output possibilities in the sets 'Abdomenl.' and Abdomen2'
(*): Each of the items shown for 'Abdomenf is given for each of the five pleopods.
Classification lrvel Id.
Classification Item Id.
Classification Description
Classification Parent Level Id.
Classification Parent Item Id.
Species Name
Node Text
Linked Document Id.
Linked Document Use Id.
Id.
Name
Type Id.
Year
Author
Journal
Locality
Hyperlink
Call Nr,
Hyperlink Address
Record Id.
Publish YA.{
Remarks
Change Stamp
Linked Documents
Linked Documents Use Id.
Table 1L. List of output possibilities in the sets 'Classifrcatlon', 'I)ocuments' and 'Others'
Biotope Descr.
Geographic Descr.
Min Depth (m)
Max depth (m)
Min Longitude
Max Longitude
Min Latitude
Max Latitude
Min Length male
Max Length male
Min Length female
Max Length female
Standard length male
Standard length female
Eyes Descr.
Antennal Scale Descr.
Mouth Descr.
Min Carapace Length
Max Carapace Length
Pairs marsupial lamellae
Carapace Descr.
Thoracopod Descr.
Table L2. List of output possibilities ln the sets 'Occurrence', 'Head' and 'Thorax'.
Female pleopod rami
Male pleopod rami
Female segments endopod
Female segments exopod
Male segments endopod
Male segments exopod
Female pleopod features
Male pleopod features
Statocyst
Min Nr. Spines exopod
Max Nr Spines exopod
Min Nr. Spines endopod
Max Nr Spines endopod
Uropod Descr.
Telson Descr.
Min Nr. Spines Telson
Max Nr. Spines Telson
Min Nr. Spinules Telson
Max Nr. Spinules Telson
Length ratio telson
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3.4.3.4 Criteria
To make this tab current, click on the tab label 'Criteria'. In this tab, the search-criteria are
defined. The real definition of the query is given by defining the different search criteria.
How this must be done, will be explained in detail below. An example of the tab 'Criteria'
is given in Figure 17.
3.4.3.4.1 Boolean Operator
If only one criterion is defined, the Boolean Operator field is not active. From the moment
that two or more criteria are defined, a 'Boolean operator' can be selected to combine the
criteria. The default operator is always AND, and it is automatically generated by the
system. It can be changed at any time.
The different values for a Boolean Operator are:
e And; The linked criteria must both be present.q Or: At least one of the linked criteria must be present.q And Nol: One criterion must be present while the linked criteria must be absent.
<r XOR: Only one of the criteria is present.
3.4.3.4.2 Set
The different fields that can be selected are grouped into 'Sets of fields'; click the I
button on the right of the field to open a drop-down list with the 'Set' choices. Click a set to
select it. A list of the different sets for Mysidlan is given in Table 10.
3.4.3.4.3 Field
After a 'Set' has been chosen, click the I botton on the right of the field to open a drop-
down list with the different choices. Click a field to select it. In the list, the type of the
different fields is stated by a 'field-type' indicator. The different field types are: Long
(numeric), Integer (numeric), Single (numeric), Text (Text), Memo (Text).
Figure 17. Example of the tab 'Criteria'
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A list of the different fields is given in the tables below.
Table L4. List of search possibiHties in the sets 6Classification', 'Documents' and 'Others'
Record Id.
Publish YA.{
Remarks
Change Stamp
Linked DocumEnts
Linked Documents Use Id.
Id.
Name
Type Id.
Year
Author
Journal
Locality
Hyperlink
Call Nr.
Hyperlink Address
Classification Level Id.
Classification Item Id.
Classification Description
Classification Parent Level Id.
Classification Parent Item Id.
Species Name
Node Text
Linked Document Id.
Linked Document Use Id.
Kingdom
Phylum
Class
Subclass
Order
Suborder
Superfamily
Family
Subfamily
Genus
Species
Record
Min Length male
Max Length male
Min Length female
Max Lenglh female
Standard length male
Standard length female
Eyes Descr.
Antennal Scale Descr.
Mouth Descr.
Min Carapace Length
Max Carapace Length
Pairs marsupial lamellae
Carapace Descr.
Thoracopod Descr.
Biotope Descr.
Geographic Descr.
Min Depth (m)
Max depth (m)
Min Longitude
Max Longitude
Min Latitude
Max Latitude
Table 15. List of search possibilities in the sets 'Occurrence', 'Head' and 'Thorax'
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Table 16. Ltst of ssnrch poseibilifeo in the sets 'Abdomenl.'and 'Abdmen2'
(*): Each of the iterns shown for 'Abdomenf is given for each of the five pleopods,
3.4.3.4.4 Operator
An operator must be selected to act on the selocted field. The.diffErent posoible operators
are given in Table 17.
EQUAL TO
NOT EQUAL TO
GREATER THAN
SMALLER THAN
GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO
SMALLER THAN OR EQUAL TO
IS NULL
NOT IS NULL
IN (List of choices)
BETWEEN
Table 1.7. List of posstble operators in the Criterto-tab
Female pleopod rami
Male pleopod rami
Female segments endopod
Female segme.nts exopod
Male segments endopod
Male segments exopod
Female pleopod features
Male pleopod features
Statocyst
Min Nr. Spines exopod
Max Nr Spines exopod
Min Nr. Spines endopod
Max Nr Spines endopod
Uropod Descr.
Telson Descr.
Min Nr. Spines Telson
Max Nr. Spines Telson
Min Nr. Spinules Telson
Max Nr. Spinules Telson
Length ratio telson
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3.4.3.4.5 Value
When certain operators are selected the'Value' field appears. With certain 'Value' fields, a
drop-down list is associated. Click the I button to op.n the list. Refer to the Table 18 for
details.
EOUAL TO Y Y
NOT EOUAL TO Y Y
GREATER THAN Y N
SMALLER THAN Y N
GREATER THAN OR EOUAL TO Y N
SMALLER THAN OR EOUAL TO Y N
IS NULL N
NOT IS NULL N
IN (List of choices) Y Y
BETWEEN Y (Value 1&2) N
Table 18. Details on the different operator properties
3.4.3.4.6 Values as Parameter
Click the 'Values as Parameter' check-box to set the selected value as parameter. This
option is not available for the 'IN' (List of choices) operator.
3.4.3.4.7 Remove
Click the 'remove' button to permanently remove the current criterion.
3.4.3.4.8 Navigation Statusbar
The arrows in the statusbar can be used to navigate through the different criteria. The
navigation buttons are explained in Table 19.
Figure 18. Navigation bar
nn
fIn
Go to first query
Go to previous query
No of current query
Go to next query
Go to last query
New query
Total number of queries
Table 19. Elements of navigation bar
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3.4.3.5 Ordering
By clicking on the Tab-label 'ordering', the tab is made current. Four columns appear: 'Ln',
'Set', 'Field' and 'Sorting'.
In this tab, the way in which the searched items must be ordered in the output is defined.
3.4.3.5.1 Ln
This column shows the line number of the ordering command. It is generated automatically.
3.4.3.5.2 Set
The different fields that can be selected, are grouped into 'sets of fields'; click the *
button on the right of the current line to open a drop-down list with the 'set' choices. Click
a set to select it.
Set of Fields
Classification
Documents
Head
Thorax
Abdomen 1
Abdomen 2
Occurrence
Others
Table 20. Sets of Fields
3.4.3.5.3 Field
After a 'set' has been selected; click the ffi button on the right of the current 'field' line to
open a drop-down list with the different choices. On the right side of the list the 'field type'
(Integer/Text/Memollong/Single) is indicated. Click a field to select it. Refer to the
Output/Field section of this chapter for an overview of the fields that can be selected for
ordering.
3.4.3.5.4 Softing
Click the ffi button on the right of the current line to open a drop-down list with the
'sorting' choices. Choose an option from the list:
Sorting
(None)
Ascending
Descendin
Table 21. Sorting options
3.4.3.6 Statement
Click the tab 'statement' to make it current; the SQL statement for the current query
is shown. Before using this option, the SQL has to be generated by clicking the
'build'button.
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3.4.3.7 Extra
Below the different tabs, there is an extra space with two buttons and a message that
gives a brief description of each of the tabs. An example is shown in Figure 19.
There are two buttons on the tab: 'Save' and 'Close'
3.4.3.7.1 Save
Click this button to save the current query. When the 'Save Query' dialog-box
appears, enter a name and click OK.
Query definitions are saved in the backend database (the data). In a multi-user
environment, the queries produced by one user will also be available to other users.
Additionally, it will be possible to start from a query from another user and adapt it to
one's own needs or preferences.
While making changes, a full copy of the query definition is maintained on the local
computer.
If the name already exists, a warning message appears! Click Ok to close the
message.
-lIi
U
ntltJ
n
U
ntl
Figure 19. Example of the space below the tabs
Figure 20. Save Query
Figure 21. Save Query
If an existing query is saved after editing, confirmation is asked before saving.
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Figure Z2.Update Query
3.4.3.7.2 Close
Click this button to close the Search form.
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3.5 Auict 
- 
Search
3.5.1 Introdu
An alternative way of searching the data is to use the 'Quick-Search' tool. This tool
allows a quick Search on the data, on a limited amount of items. The tool was created
mainly as an aid in identification, but has also other possible uses.
Extra advantages in terms of data analysis are the output possibilities. The use of
cross-tabels makes the data available for ecological interpretation.
3,5,?........9.1ehe.|..9..ver.-v.i-e..yr{
Globally, the quick-search works very easy. Search criteria can be entered in the list
of 'Find Criteria', on the left hand side of the form. After clicking the 'Find' button, a
list of corresponding records is given in the listbox on the right side. Each item in this
list is clickable and by clicking on it, the tool automatically jumps to the
corresponding record in the tree in the form 'Mysidacea' (Main menu:
Data\l\4ysidacea). In this way, the chosen record can be seen completely.
Apart from to the 'Find'-option, there is also a wide variety of export-options to an
Excel-file. The list of species resulting from a search can be exported to Excel (in
taxonomic order if desired) and different data can be added to this sheet, so data-
analysis can be done on it.
This whole idea is shown in Fisure 23.
Exp ort- option s
C rite ria
Find-o ptio ns
Figure 23. Overview of the working of the QuickSearch
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3.5.3.1 Form overview
The form consists of three different parts: A left part with three tabs ('Find Criteria',
'Find Options', 'Export Options'), a right part with a species list and a lower part
with some action-buttons. A shot of the screen is shown in Fisure 24.
3.5.3.2 Tabs
On the left side of the Quick Search form, there are three tabs: 'Find Criteria', 'Find
Options' and 'Export Options'.
3.5.3.2.1 Find Criteria
The tab 'Find Criteria' makes it possible for the user to choose the characteristics on
which search has to be done. The items available on the list were chosen by the
author of the application. It were these items which contain data for the majority of
the species.
In Table 22 the list of available criteria is shown. Next to the items in the list. a
specification is added which concentrates on the use of the item.
@- MC = Multiple Choice Box; different items in the multiple-choice list can be
chosen at once to search on.
i
Figure 24. Example of the 'Quick-Search'form with its three different parts
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q Sy = Single Value; the value typed in the field will be used to search in the
records. For the items with this specification, there is a minimum and a maximum
value available in the records. When searching on the item, the records will be
shown in which the value is equal or in between the minimum and the maximum
value.
G= AV = Adaptable value; in those cases where there isn't a minimum and a
maximum value available in the records, QuickSearch will accept specifying
operators before the value (x), the default will be equal (=):
o 
= x : Only the records with a value equal to asked value will be shown.
o > x : Only the records with a value bigger than the asked value will be
shown.
o < x : Only the records with a value smaller than the asked value will be
shown.
o >= x : Only the records with a value bigger than the asked value or
equal to it will be shown.
o (= x : Only the records with a value smaller than the asked value or
equal to it will be shown.
Criterion Spec.
Record type
Geographic Area
Genus
Female total length
Male total length
Antennal Scale
Statocyst
Uropod
Nr spines endopod
Nr spines exopod
Telson
Nr spines Telson
Lengthratio Telson (L/B)
MC
MC
MC
SV
SV
MC
MC
MC
SV
SV
MC
SV
AV
Table 22.List of criteria with specifications.
After choosing the criteria to search on, clicking the 'find'-button below the tabs
makes an itemlist appearing on the right side of the form.
A righrclick on the criteria multiple-choice box brings up a menu (see with two
items: Reset and Help. Choosing reset, resets only the criterion on which the right-
click was done. None of the options in the criteria multiple-choice list will be selected
any more.
Figure 25. Illustration of the right click menu on the 'Criteria' tab
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3.5.3.2.2 Find Options
The second tab 'Find Options' can be made current by clicking on it. This tab makes
it possible to specify some properties of the find-action and some properties of how
the itemlist must be shown. An illustration of the 'Find Options' tab is shown in
Figwe26.
Figure 26. Illustration of the 'Find option' tab
The options for the resultlist are explained below.
o Full Naming: When this possibility is flagged, the full naming
shown.
of the species is
Table 23.Illustration of full naming usage
o Includ.e not entered: When this option is switched on, the records where the
chosen criteria are not entered will also be shown. In this way, exclusion of
records with a lack of entered information is avoided.
o Order Dy: The list of items found by the QuickSearch shown in the right area of
the form, can be ordered on recordnr. or on Species Name.
Full Naming: Genus
Genus
ies
ies author,
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3.5.3.2.3 Export Options
The third tab 'Export Options' can be made current by clicking on it. An example of
this tab is given in Figure 27. A right click gives a menu with the option to reset the
chosen specifications.
Figure 27. Illustration of the 'export' tab
Next to the search-capacity of the Quick Search, there is also a powerful way of
exporting data to an excel sheet. In this way: data from the database can be exported
into an interpretable format. On this Excel-sheet, data-analysis can be done.
The properties of the Excel sheet can be edited on this tab.
On the tab two areas are visible. The first area 'Export to Excel' defines the content
of the Excel sheet, while the second area defines the destination of the Excel sheet.
Eeographic Area
Depth
Biotope
Femole TotalLength
Male TotalLength
Longitude
Latitude
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A. Export to Excel
This area contains 4 items, which can be defined by the user.
o Add Tree Structure: When this option is flagged, the list of items found by 'Quick
Search' will be exported to the Excel sheet in taxonomic order. This means that the tree
structure will be added to the Excel file, in which the records of the resultlist will be
fitted. An example of the tree structure is given in Table 24. When this option is
unflagged, the list of items will be exported to an Excel sheet without adding the tree
structure.
. Top Node: In this list, the highest level of the tree structure can be defined. When,
for instance, Class is chosen, all the taxonomic levels above Class won't be shown
(e.g. Phylum, Subphylum).
Classification
b0
v
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q)
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0
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L
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ah
I SpeciesName
Animal a
Art rotr ,oda
Crustacea
I-Subclass
M sidacea
Mysida
Mysidae
Gastrosacc nae
Bispinosa
Gastrosaccus bispinosa
Brevifissura
Gastrosaccus brevifi ssura
Gordonae
Gastrosaccus gordonae
Longifissura
Gastrosaccus longifi ssura
Table 24. Example of export to an Excel sheet with tree structure
:,
I
o)& SpeciesName
8 Gastrosaccus bispinosa
) Gastrosaccus brevifi ssura
11 Gastrosaccus gordonae
12 Sastrosaccus longifi ssura
Table 25. Example of export to an Excel sheet without tree structure
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o Add Pivot on; The list resulting from QuickSearch can be expanded with other data from
the database. These expansions, the so-called 'Pivots' can be chosen from the list, and
will assist in ecological interpretation.
q- Record type: When this pivot is chosen, 5 columns are added to the basic Excel-file
(with or without tree structure, see above). These columns have the labels
corresponding with the different types of records. In the column corresponding with
the record. an indicator is shown.
Geographic Area: When this pivot is chosen, a number of columns corresponding
with the number of items in the list of Geographic Areas, are added to the basic
Excel-file (with or without tree structure, see above). These columns have labels
corresponding with the different areas described in the part 'Geography' of this
manual. The values present in the records from the itemlist are shown in the
corresponding column by an indicator.
Depth: When this pivot is chosen, 10 columns are added to the basic Excel-file (with
or without tree structure, see above). The labels give a certain range. These ranges
arc: 0-2m, 2-10m, 10-50m, 50-100m, 100-200m, 200-500m, 500-1000m, 1000-
3000m, 3000-6000m, 6000-m. The minimum and maximum depth in the record are
displayed in the columns with the corresponding ranges. The depths in between the
column with the maximum value and the column with the minimum value are also
shown by an indicator.
Biotope: When this pivot is chosen, a number of columns coffesponding with the
number of items in the list of biotopes are added to the basic Excel-file (with or
without tree structure, see above). These columns have labels corresponding with the
different areas described in the part 'Habitat' of this manual. The values present in
the records from the itemlist are shown in the corresponding column by an indicator.
Female Total length: When this pivot is chosen, 25 columns are added to the basic
Excel-file (with or without tree structure, see above). The labels give a certain range.
These ranges are: 1-2mm,2-3mm,3-4mm,4-5mm, 5-6mm, 6-7mm, 7-8mm, 8-9mm,
9-10mm, 10-1lmm, 11-12mm, 12-13mm, 13-14mm, l4-l5mm, 15-16mm, 16-
17mm, l7-18mm, 18-19mm, 19-20mm, 20-2Imm, 21-22mm, 22-23mm, 23-24mm,
24-25mm,25- mm. The minimum and maximum length values in the record are
displayed in the columns with the corresponding ranges. The lengths in between the
column with the maximum value and the column with the minimum value are also
shown by an indicator.
Male total length: When this pivot is chosen, 25 columns are added to the basic
Excel-file (with or without tree structure, see above). The labels give a certain range.
These ranges arc: I-Zmm,2-3mm,3-4mm, 4-5mm, 5-6mm, 6-7mm,7-8mm, 8-9mm,
9-10mm, 10-1lmm, 11-12mm, 12-13mm, 13-14mm, 14-15mm, 15-16mm, 16-
17mm, 17-18mm, 18-19mm, 19-20mm, 20-2lmm, 2I-22mm, 22-23mm, 23-24mm,
24-25mm,25- mm. The minimum and maximum length values in the record are
displayed in the columns with the corresponding ranges. The lengths in between the
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column with the maximum value and the column with the minimum value are also
shown by an indicator.
Longitude: When this pivot is chosen, 72 columns are added to the basic Excel-file
(with or without tree structure, see above). The labels give a certain range. These
ranges are intervals of 5 degrees, going from 
-180" (WL) up to 180" (EL). The
minimum and maximum longitudes in the record are displayed in the columns with
the corresponding ranges. The longitudes in between the column with the maximum
value and the column with the minimum value are shown also by an indicator.
Intitude: When this pivot is chosen, 3L columns are added to the basic Excel-file
(with or without tree structurs, see above). The labels give a certain range. These
ranges are intervals of 5 degrees, going from 
-80o (SB) up to 75" (NB). The
minimum and maximum latitudes in the record are displayed in the columns with the
corresponding ranges. The latitudes in between the column with the maximum value
and the column with the minimum value are shown also by an indicator.
Eye: When this pivot is chosen, a number of columns corresponding with the number
of items in the list of eye shapes is added to the basic Excel-file (with or without tree
structure, see above). These columns have labels corresponding with the different
areas described in the part 'Eyes' of this manual. The values present in the records
from the itemlist are shown in the corresponding column by an indicator.
Antennal scale; Same as the topic 'Pivot on eyes'. The items in the column headings
correspond with the list of shapes described in the part 'Antennal scale' from the
manual,
Mouth part: Same as the topic 'Pivot on eyes'. The items in the column headings
correspond with the list of shapes described in the part 'Mouth Part' from the
manual.
Marsupial lamellae: Same as the topic 'Pivot on eyes'. The items in the column
headings correspond with the list of shapes described in the part 'Marsupial
lamellae' from the manual.
Carapace: Same as the topic 'Pivot on eyes'. The items in the column headings
correspond with the list of shapes described in the part 'Carapace' from the manual.
Thoracopod: Same as the topic 'Pivot on eyes'. The items in the column headings
correspond with the list of shapes described in the part 'Thoracopod' from the
manual.
(lropod: Same as the topic 'Pivot on eyes'. The items in the column headings
correspond with the list of shapes described in the part 'Uropod' from the manual.
Telson: Same as the topic 'Pivot on eyes'. The items in the column headings
correspond with the list of shapes described in the part 'Telson' from the manual.
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Record Type
.E
EI
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Ex SpecleeNamc
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EQaf
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TIa
g
EoI
I Gastrosaccus bispinosa I
9 Casfosaccu$ brevifi ssura I
ll Gastro$sccus gordonae I
t2 Gastrosaccus longifi ssura 1
Table 26. Example of the pivot on recordtype.
t Some examples of pivots rue given in the tables below:
Table 27, Example of the pivot on eyec.
Eyes
!E?
Ui)g Speclec Name
A
zv 36
o
c
LII
E!!
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4 Soelaeomyeis cochinensis I
6 $pelaeomysis longipes I
l5 Spelaeomysis longipes I I I
215 Spelaeomysis longipes 1
l8 Spelacomysis s€rvatus I
t87 Spelaeomysis servatus I
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Geographic Area
Io& Species Name z
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8 Gastrosaccus bispinosa I
9 Gastrosaccus brevifi ssura I I
ll Gastrosaccus gordonae 1
l2 Gastrosaccus longifi ssura 1
Table 28. Example of the pivot on Geographic Area.
Depth
Species Name
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Gastrosaccus bispinosa {.
Sastrosaccus brevifi ssura
Gastrosaccus gordonae
Gastrosaccus longifi ssura rk ,k
Table 29. Example of the pivot on depth.
Biotope
Species Name z
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Gastrosaccus bispinosa I
Gastrosaccus brevifi ssura
Gastrosaccus gordonae
Gastrosaccus longifi ssura I
Table 30. Example of the pivot on Biotope.
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o Granulardfy: This option makes it possible to choose the lowest level of output in the
Excel-sheet. The choices made in this list influence the way of generating the pivots. A
summary of the possibilities is given below:
1. Genus
les
Record
This first possibility will not be allowed to export to the
excel-sheet because no lowest level of export has been
chosen. An error message will appear.
2. Genus
Soecies
Example:
Genus
Record
Example:
Example:
When only the record level is chosen, the export to the
Excel sheet will be done without showing the genus
names and without showing the species names. A list of
records will be given. The records will be shown by the
record number and the name of the species to which the
record is attached (So-called full naming of the record)
Lepidomysidae
Nr 29: Spelaeomysis cochinensis Panampunnayil, S.U. 1991 [SCAN]
Nr 176: Spelaeomysis longipes Pillai, N.K. 1955 [SCAN]
Nr 230: Spelaeomysis longipes Nath, C. N.; Pillai, N. K. 1971 ISCANI
Nr 30: Spelaeomysis longipes Pillai, N.K. 1964 [SCAN]
aJ. Only the species level will be shown. The genus level
will be missing. The indicators in the added pivots will
be counts of a certain item. available in the records of
the species.
Lepidomysidae
Spelaeomysis cochinensis Panampunnayil' 1991
Spelaeomysis longipes Pillai, 1964
By selecting the 'Species' and the 'Record' level, the
output will be given in an almost complete way: the
species name will be shown (eventually with author and
year = full naming) and the record information
(=recordnr. & data source) will be available. The name
of the genus is not available on the sheet.
Lepidomysidae
Spelaeomysis cochinensis Panampunnayil, 1991
Nr 29: Panampunnayil, S.U, l99l ISCANI
Spelaeomysis longipes Pillai' 1964
Nr 176: Pillai, N.K. 1955 [SCAN]
Nr 230:Nath, C. N.; Pillai, N. K. 1971 [SCAN]
Nr 30:Pillai, N.K. 1964 ISCANI
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5.
Species
Record
Example:
Example:
Example:
Example:
Choosing only the genus in the granularity box will
export the data to Excel, only showing the genus name
without information on the species and records. The
indicators in the added pivots will be counts of a certain
item, available in the records of the species belonging to
the genus.
Lepidomysidae
Spelaeomysis
This option shows the genus name and all the record
information. The records are indicated by their number
and the species name of the species to which they are
connected.
Lepidomysidae
Spelaeomysis
Nr 29: Spelaeomysis cochinensis Panampunnayil, S.U. 1991 [SCAN]
Nr 176: Spelaeomysis longipes Pillai, N.K. 1955 [SCAN]
Nr 230: Spelaeomysis longipes Nath, C. N.; Pillai, N. K. l97l [SCAN]
Nr 30: Spelaeomysis longipes Pillai, N.K. 1964 ISCAN]
Choosing 'genus' and 'Species' in the granularity box
will export the data to a sheet with only the genus and
the species level. No record data will be available. The
indicators in the added pivots will be counts of a certain
item, available in the records of the species.
Lepidomysidae
Spelaeomysis
Spelaeomysis cochinensis Panampunnayil' 1991
Spelaeomysis longipes Pillai, 1964
By selecting the three levels, the output will be given in
the most complete way: The genus name will be shown,
the species name will be shown (with author and year =
full naming) and the record information (=recordnr. &
data source) will be available.
Lepidomysidae
Spelaeomysis
Spelaeomysis cochinensis Panampunnayil, 1991.
Nr 29: Panampunnayil, S.U. 1991 ISCANI
Spelaeomysis longipes Pillai, 1964
Nr 176:Pillai, N.K. 1955 [SCAN]
Nr 230:Nath, C. N.;Pillai, N. K. l97l ISCAN]
Nr 30:Pillai, N.K. 19@ ISCANI
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B. Destination File
This area of the tab 'Export Options' is used to define the destination and name of the new
Excel file.
o Folder: This field can be used to input the destination folder of the file. It can also be set
by the browse-button, by navigating through the folders in the classic way (see Figure
28).
Figure 28. Illustration of the 'Browse' form
Filename: This field is the field in which the name of the new Excel file must be typed.
Desktop
S Nephrops
E Cf 3rc Floppy [A,;lE"€m
E rS tD:l
u. fr Network Neighborhood
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l
3.5.3.3 ltemlist
The left area of the QuickSearch form gives the list of items found by the search action,
based on the criteria entered into the left area (see Figure 29).
Gashosaccus bisoinosa r
U Gashosacsus brevifissura
:;:
5
11 Gashosaccus ooldonae
12 G astrosaccus lonoifissura
21 Gashosaccus soec l
55 Mvsidoosis buffaloensis
65 Musidoosis maior
66 Musidoosis schultzei
E7 Mysidoosis similis
71 T enaoomusis natalensis
g7 Mesooodoosis africana
9B Mesooodossis wooldridoei
qq F hopalophthalmus terranatalis
102 Fl hooalophthalmus tenanatalis
't20 Mesooodoosis wooldridoei
,Iir
123 Gastrosaccus soec 1
1aa F hosaloshthalmus terranatalis
153 Siriella sondoensis
154 Siriella thomnsonii
160 Mesopodoosis slabberi
213 Hetetomusis zeulanica
214 Heteromusis sumnurts
217 R hooaloohthalmus tenanatalis
218 6 astrosaccus brevifissura
ti&.
i$:
2't9 MesooodoosiE africana
1.ll l?rohn+:aar'* n+=mmaJ'r--
Figure 29. Itemlist from the 'QuickSearch' form
The Itemlist contains two columns: a first one with the record number and a second one with
the species name to which the record is connected. This species name can be completed with
the authors name and year of description, by flagging the 'full naming' option in the tab
'Find Options'. The list will be updated to the new 'Find Criteria' each time the Find-button
in the lower statusbar is clicked.
It is possible to go from a record in the Itemlist to the full record of the coffesponding node.
By double-clicking on a record from the list, the editing form is opened, and the relevant
record highlighted. Righrclicking on any record in the result list opens a menu with the
action 'Jump to record'. Choosing this action does the same as described above.
l
(- ,-i
i
-l
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3.5.3.4 Lower etatusbar
An illustration of this statusbar is given below in Figure 30.
3.5.3.4.1 Reset all Criteria
Clicking this button resets all the criteria.
3.5.3.4.2 Find
Clicking this button lets the QuickSearch search on the highlighted 'Find Crilaia'.
When no criterion has been chosen. all records are listed.
3.5.3.4.3 Export
Clicking this button starts the export of the Find-results to an Excsl file, acoording to
the options chosen in the 'Export Options' tab. Excel will be opened autometicelly if
the application wasn't running yet and the file will be shown.
3.5.3.4.4 View Log
Clicking this button makes a log in which an overyiew of all the chosen opticns at the
time are given, appearing in a text window. This log can be useful to analyse the steps
taken and compare it with former or future actions in the QuickSoareh.
3.5.3.4.5 Count-field
This field shows the number of found items after a find aetion, This field is not
editable or clickable by the user.
3.5.3.4.6 Close
This button closes the 'Quick Search' form.
Flgure 30.Illuetration of the statusbar shown in the Quick$eerch tom
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4. RepORTING
4.7 Last Tree Print
When the user wants to see the last printout of the tree, this can be done by going to the
item 'Last tree Print' on the subject 'Reporting' from the main menubar.
By choosing this action the Last printout from the tree is opened again. This last printout
was created in the 'editing' form by a right click and the choice of the option 'Print tree'
(Printtree).
When there is no tree print available an enor-message will be given and first the 'Printtree'
action must be done (as described above), before the tree can be opened from the main
menu.
Navigation through the different pages of the 'treeprint' is possible in two ways:
1. Using'Page-Up' and'Page-Down' button.
2. Using the navigation statusbar (shown in Figure 31).
Buttons Function
ffi
ffiil
r-?x
Wffi
Go to first page
Go to previous page
No of current page
Go to next page
Go to last oaee
Table 31. Function of the buttons from the navigation statusbar
The treeprint can be watched more in detail by clicking on it. When moving the cursor into
the window, it changes from an arrow into a magnifying glass (Q.;. When magnified it can
only be restored to the original size.
When the last print of the tree is shown in a window, the menu bar changes automatically.
Only two items are still available: 'Print' and 'View'.
4.2 Print
The viewed tree can be printed by choosing 'Print' from the menu (shown in Figure 32).
The settings of the printer can be edited in the option 'Printer Settings'.
The tree can be saved into a file by the 'Save' option. The form can be closed by the
'Close'option.
Figure 31". Illustration of the navigation statusbar in the Printtree window
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Figure 32. Illustration of the 'Print' submenu
The view item from the menu lets the user define the view properties for watching the tree.
o The magnification can be set with the item 'zoom' from the 'view' menu (see Figure
33). There it can be chosen whether the tree must be showed at LIVo, whether at2NVo
or somewhere in between. The option 'In Window' lets the viewed page shrink in that
way that its width fits in the window.
Figure 33.Zoom submenu from the main menu in the ?rint tree'form
The number of pages that must be shown can be set with item 'Pages' from the 'view'
menu (see Figure 34). At once 1, 2, 4,8 or twelve pages can be seen.
4,3
I
I
I
I
n
I
ll
Figure 34. Pages-submenu from the main menu in the 'Print tree'form
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5. Systeu
This part of the main menu is used to configure the system, and to enter data in some look-
up tables. There are four options within the System menu, which will be discussed more in
detail in the different parts:
o Maintenance
o Tables
o Security
o Logs
5.1 Maintenance
The maintenance item in the system menu contains three different items, which are shown
in a separate submenu, illustrated in figure 1.
Figure 35. Illustration of the maintenance submenu
The three different items (Hypflbk gasr, Documents Check and Virgin Database) will be
discussed further on.
This option is used to define the path where the electronic documents can be found. By
choosing this item, a dialog box is shown as Figure 36.
Figure 36. Illustration of the hyperlink dialog box.
In the field the path has to be filled in manually.
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This process compares the document links in the database with the electronic documents
located under the path defined by hyperlink Base as set through the menu item 'Hyperlink
base' (see page 63) . This verification will also automatically correct non-relative
addresses, missing .pdf extensions, and missing # separators. It will further attempt to
judiciously supply missing Display Text and correct usage of Classification Links
whenever possible.
Going through this process can be done in different ways. Different dialog boxes ask in
what way the update of the database has to be done or in how far naming has to be
corrected. In the end, a log can be seen in .txt format. In this way, it is possible to see what
the documents check corrected and which changes it has caused in the database.
See examples of the forms on page 84.
5,J.,.9........Yir. gr n . de!.e.hap..e
This tool can be used to generate a new database based on the current one. Depending on
the choices in the dialog box, the new database will, more or less, contain data from the
mother database. In Figure 37 , the dialog box is shown. Below this box the different fields
are briefly explained:
Figure 37. Illustration of the dialog box for creating a virgin database
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5.1.3.1 File location
5.1.3.1.1 Reference
Indicates the path of the mother database that is used to create the new database.
5.1.3.1.2 New file path
Indicates the path where the new virgin database will be saved. This path can be changed
manually or by the browse button.
5.1.3.1.3 New file name
Indicates the name of the new database, which will be stored on the new file path.
5.1.3.2 Initial data transfer Options
5.1.3.2.1 Copy classification data
When this option is flagged, the classification tree will automatically be added to the virgin
database. When this option is not flagged, then the'ocopy characteristics records" is
automatically unflagged, which is logical.
5.1.3.2.2 Copy document data
When this option is flagged then the document database will be added to the new database.
This also means that the links in the tree stay available.
5.1.3.2.3 Copycharacteristicsrecords
When this option is flagged the records under species level are also copied. This also means
that the complete database, except possibly the document information, is copied in the
virgin database.
5.1.3.2.4 Copycharacteristicschoices
This option indicates that, if flagged, the choice tables for each multiple-choice box or
listbox are saved in the new database. If not flagged, the former option is also automatically
unflagged. These tables with choices can later be generated or edited through System -
Tables (see page 68).
5.1 .3.2.5 Copy search queries
This option indicates that the saved search queries in the mother database are copied to the
new database.
65
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r 5.1.3.3 Warning
I This message indicates that the databases are still under progre$s and that this tool may not
I be compatible with newer versions.
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5.2 Securitv
This item in the system menu manages the use of the database. Users can be defined, added,
deleted; passwords can be changed, ...
The different items in the security menu are: Password, Your Membership, Groups, Users,
Membership and Permission.
5.2.1 Password
In this item, the password of the current user can be changed. The dialog box is shown in
Figure 38.
Figure 38. Illustration of the dialog box for changing the password.
The name of the user is indicated in the square surrounding the three fields. In this case the
user is Sysop. In the field "Old" the recent password must be added. In the field next to
"new'o the new password has to be filled in for the first time and after that a second time in
the field next to "Repeat". When the information is filled in correctly, the change button
can be chosen and the password will be changed. The next time the user logs in the new
password has to be used.
In the future the possibilities of the application will be expanded. It will be possible to
create different users with their own permissions. These functions will be included in the
menu items 'Yourmembership', 'Groups', 'IJsers', 'Membership'and'Permission'.
ll
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This item of the system menu is the one that is used to modify the look-up tables that
provide the coutsnt for the different multiple-choice boxes end the listboxEc. ThE
application Mysidlan has a total of 14 different tables that define the different choices in the
tabs.
Modification of these lists is possible by deleting or adding items to the list. Each item in
one of these lists has an ID-number, which is not created automatically but must bp eRterod
manually. The changes in the table are reflected in the tabs after closing and opcning the
application.
In what follows an overview of all the tables is given with each time an indication in which
tab and which field(s) the table is refle.cted. Each time there is also a link to th€ dercripians
of the different items in the other parts of the manual.
Antennal scales
Biotopes
Carapaces
Eyes
Features
Geographic areas
Marsupial lamellae
Mouth parts
Pleopod rami
Segments
Statocyst
Telsons
Thoracopods
Table 32. List of different tables.
.[,.9 *!.........A.nten nal. sgsLes
Used in: Tab: Head
Example of the look-up table on page 81
Detailed description of the items on page 136
Field(s): Antennalscale
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.Q,9,?........FjpLems
I Used in: Tab: Occurrence Field(s): Biotope
I Example of the look-up table on page 82I Detailed description of the items on page 117
.q,.4,.9........ $.s.rgpg.p. g gI
Used in: Tab: Thorax Field(s): Carapace
r Exarnple of the look-up table on page 82
- 
betaiGd description of the itemsbn page 151
r 
.q,9,.4........8y.e.9
t Used in: Tab: Head Field(s): Eye
I Example of the look-up table on page 83
I Detailed description of the items on page 130
5,.q #.....,.. Hsn!$t re.s
I
Used in: Tab: Abdomen2 Field(s): Pleopodl female
I Pleopod2 femalet Pleopod3 female
r l[:i:li f:ilfr:r pleopodl male
Pleopod2 male
I Pleopod3 malePleopod4 male
Pleopod5 male
I Example of the look-up table on page 83r Detailed description of the items on page 166
.q,9,.Q........ 9.p..p. grnn h !.c..erp.a.g
I 
Used in: Tab: Occurrence Field(s): Geographic area
Example of the look-up table on page 84
I 
Detailed description of the items on page 89
t
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S,3,.?........ M s.rgltnlaL. !.qm.elle.e
Used in: Tab: Thorax
Detailed description of the items on page 163
.{,.q,.q........ M g[4Lh. pa.rtg
Used in: Tab: Head
Detailed description of the items onpage L47
5,,Q,.9........ P!p..ep..p. d..r.em.i
Used in: Tab: Abdomen2
Detailgd descriErtion of the items on page 164
.q,.QJ9.....9*gments
Used in: Tab: Abdomen2
Field(s): Pairs marsupiallamellae
Field(s): Mouth part
Field(s): Pleopodl female
Pleopod2 female
Pleopod3 female
Pleopod4 female
Pleopod5 female
Pleopodl male
Pleopod2 male
Pleopod3 male
Pleopod4 male
Pleopod5 male
Field(s): Pleopodl female
Pleopod2 female
Pleopod3 female
Pleopod4 female
Pleopod5 female
Pleopodl male
Pleopod2 male
Pleopod3 male
PJeopod4 male
Pleopod5 male
Detailed description of the items on page 166
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5,.Q J .!...... Slsj.ssv.s*
t Used in: Tab: Abdomen2 Field(s): Statocyst
I Dehiled description of the items on page 170
t .q,.9Je.....f..e.ls.s.ns
Used in: Tab: Abdomen2 Field(s): TelsonI
on page 176l=
5 o.Q,l..Q.....Th.e r.s.sep. sds
I Used in: Tab: Thorax Field(s): Thoracopod
I Detailed description of the items on page 158
t ,q,.q,L4.....lr..r.ep.eC.e
Used in: Tab: Abdomen2 Field(s): Uropod
T
Detailed descriotion of the items on page 171I
I
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6. ExAvIPLES OF SCREENGRABS
6.1 Genus-link tab
Figure 39. Illustration of the genus-link tab
6.2 Species-link tab
Figure 40. Illustration of the species-link tab
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6.3 Record-link tab
links I
ld: l--..----fl
Type: l6esii,1ffi
Jown"l'
a new mysid lrom a ptawn
culture field in Cschin. India
-
Author: lFanEmpunnayrl. b.u.
I
Year: ITgi- Loc"lity, ffi
Link: Soelaeomuriscochinensis
Figure 41. Example of the links tab on record level in the editing form
6.4 Example menu 1
B naa rtrt
!! Remove ltem
! Record node
+ag necord Nr 29 Card
i* Record Nr 29 Clone
f, Export tree
S Frint Tree
Sfi rind ttem
El Save Record Shitt+Enter
? n*lp*,
Figure 42. Example of right-click menu 1
6.5 Example menu 2
$ Refresh Tree
fi Export Tree
S Print Tree
dfi nind ttem
ffi 5ave Record
? nutp"t
Figure 43. Example of right-click menu 2
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Figure 44. Example of the remarks menu in
6J, Example g! the statusbar
the editing fonn
Figure 45. Example of the status bar in the editing form
6.8 Example ct the scrgll !!g! in the qenus-link hb
Figure 46. Example of the scroll list in the genus'link tab
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6.9 Example g[ the scroll !!S! in the species-link tab
Links I
-1.f,lassif ication
Year:
Link:
r-v*
1
Spelaeomusis cochinensis
1S9'l Locdlity: lBelgium
Soelaeomusis cochinensis
Figure 47. Example of the scroll list in the species'link tab
6.10 Example of the scroll list in the record-link tab
IHead I
I
Thorax I Auao*unr I Auao*unz | flemarks links I
ld: f17-
Year:
Link:
Figure 48. Example of the scroll list in the record'link tab
\eat -
Studies of the L,lysinae (Cru
Studies on the Genus Lepid
Studies on the Genus Lepid
S u dwe st afrikanische schira
Sudlest attika nische sch tz':
Sud',vestafrikanische schizo
Descripticrn
Descriptiarr
Descriptiorr
Description
Description
Description
Ruiyu, L.& Shaowu, W 1986
Nath, C. I'.l.; Pillai, N l, 1371
hlath, C N ; Pillai, N l' 19/1
0""ruunce I
I
- | Data Source
YEtr ^
78
274
27;J
86
113
200
Studies of the Mysinae (Cru
Studies on the Genus Lepid
Studies nn the Genus Lepid
Sudwestafrikanische schizo
Sudwestafrikanische schizo
Sudwestafrikarrische schizo
Description
Description
Descti;rtion
Description
Description
Descri pti o n
Ruiyu, L.& Ehaowu, W 198E
Natl'r, C. ltl ; Pillai, I'1. l' 197'i
I'Jath, C ltl : Pillar N l. 1971
Zimmer, C. 1928
Zinrmer, C. 1928
Iimmer, C 1928
l
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6.11 Example g! g scanned document
a sharo outer +Eins. eropod is lanccolete, fully setoee nnd deefi nct rtaclr the tip of
tha u3icnnularbedunch, cudcpod har a threesegmented pcdunclc.nttrly it*lf gs long
as the acele- l-sUrum ia only slig,lttiy asymnetrical. tb# ss-y-sselry is, howcvsr,
increa*d b+ thc disrtuailar arrfu*turu of thc two halvc€. Mandible has a well dcw-
loped cuttirig edgc, palp ir stoui *nd pronriru'ttly retorc, rmond *6nreutb raey l*rge.
s nro*'
J.*t8
*.,,f fli.1;**;,ff$T#X*ffi 
':'Efu 
li'flHf,fuTlllffi;#ff ff iTh;ti',H;'il"ffiiifl';;.'il8#, tfiiortrodod l 'to. frrsl tbli*ir *rrperrd+d i ll. r+osd iltoruElr sppfrh^
Figure 49. Bxample of a page from a scanned document
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6.12 Examole g! !re e/a,ssilication tree
F"r
I
!
!EI
I LoBhsgrcrita
- 
O Euomiidaa
^.O 0ru*rodtaucidaa
,'$ Lophogrgfidt
I ]'tyclla
l.l L*iriowsid.!
6-l SpsLaoryciE
&'? co*incniioi'1ffi
F '* longlrc
I E-'tl ceryanre
l-l Myeidat
i i--lo Sor6drushr6
i E-l 6dros.€rih.t
i : E}.l Anchidimi ; !$-froc*miI : iF-*d"nt*ai i ili..lthiifronr
i i i lF-i| mrduosc{bn*isi ; : qr-*up*i : i lS-*'tFicaodontaligi i b'f Ga,rbmaccrx
i i ilfi-*ulpi*r
i i its-'l}hqvifitgrai i !l!-ltdunckcri
i ; lq-*tt$t'".**i i ll$t-'*so.ddraai i iri1.,*lqruIb$ur.
Figure 50. Example of the 'Classifrcation tree' in the editing form
6.13 Example g lhg orccurrence lgh
Ftgure 51. Example of the 'occurrence' Tab in the edidng fonn
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6.14 Example g[ the heaS! tab
0co4e199
Mala Tolal Lcngth (mm):
Femala Total Length (mml:
q::lrhlql.gs.sselr I
Length Carapace lmm):
Peirs M arsupial Lamellae:
fiead i r*,"1 .,],.Auorunt I Auaor"nz | .B*"'r.. I
l,lin l,lan Slondald
r*8*rr* r"--.:
t----T- T
oval
distal end rounded
no distal spine
shorler than peduncle
setation all around
1 segment
Figure 52. Example of the 'head' tab
6.15 Example g[ the thorax tab
rhorax l-eqtl:"t l,+tqry:ll,l B-qgh:-*l . sli I
l,lin llar
TE- I--:5-
FA) -----=
labrum assymEtncal
distal segnr. maxilla crescent sha
<l{A>
Figure 53. Example of the 'thorax' tab
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6.16 Example g[ the Abdomenl tab
Femalc:
First Pleopod
Second Pleopod:
Third Pleopod:
Fourth Pleapod:
Fifth Pleopod:
l'l ale:
Fhst Pleopod:
Second Fleopod:
Third Pleopod;
Fourth Pleopod:
Fifth Pleopod:
Slatocy$t:
Nr Spines Exopod:
Nr Spines EndoPod:
Fami
rM--:
ms**-- :
I?ffi;-***-3
FfrN 
-:Ffr'A> ----3
Fami
mr""r 
-:.1
l8iramous _:J
lffi* 
-:"1lefi* I
lEiramous 
-:J
Enopod Segm. Endopod ScAn-
FN$ -3 fiNA> -:J
mb *- : fNa;-**--:fifril-*-3 fiiffi**:r
Fiiff*-**3 Ffrr> -*--3
l?Nff*--*-] mA> -**3
Exopod Segm- Endopod Segm.
l3--j* n-r"j---t-r*"rtr * .;
l3""qr:t-"q* 
"t. 
**-:.1 
rcs-""t r -- .3
F*qr""lt-l lGsr""tr--l|fi"ffiii--.f rcsr""r' j-l
lT*sr""', - I Ii *sr--tftt.---3
gbdomanr l-A!tg*'l-lj* eflyl.J I ft$_j
l{ orphological Fc6lura.
Fil$ -*-----*?
fN-A>.---;ffr[' 
-***;JFtl'+-.3
FNA)-*-***3
l,lolphological Fealurer
IiNA) 
-*-.3rfrE> -------3Fi1fi*-***----*l
Ffrs****-*-.J
!iir---------*-l
Figure 54. Example of the'Abdomenl'tab
6.17, Example g[ the Abdomen2 tab
Classilicationl 0".rurn""l H""a I Tho,.*
- -t 
- 
- 
_-l_ 
=. 
-----I- -_ -
Abdomen2 | E"r"*, | _fr'*r I
|mfi--*--3
Min ]'lar
T----i; r---itI '. 1
r--T r-d
l,lin hlar
Nr SpinesTelson: T---?i l----E
NrspinulesTelson: T 0T 0
LengthratioTalsonfl/B]: I 1 S
entrre
apex arme0
lateral nrargins armed
apsx r0unoe0
linguiform
<NA>
endopod shoder than exorrod
sulure on exDpod
no suture on endoprld
<NA>
Figure 55. Example of the 'Abdomen2' tab
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I 6J8 Examples gI W rqmarks bgb
$,J. g, J...... tv. iLh.e..tl!..tR m nlntgI
Figure 56. Example of the 'remarks'tab without templatc
t g,J.g,?.....with..kmpts$e
i!n6d
]coucnoos:
lead:
llwax:
lbekrnon Uropod v*h protopod wfh 36 spbt*s
Figure 57. Example of the 'remsrks'tab with template
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6.19 Example of the document form3-
6.20 Example g! Iook-up table: antennal scales
Figure 58. Example of the 'documents'form
Figure 59. Example of a look-up table
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6.21 Example g! loo4-up table: biotopes
Figure 60. Example of a look-up table
6.22 Example g[ look-up table: carapaces
Figure 61. Example of a look-up table
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6.23 Example g[ look-up tqble: eves
Figure 62. Example of a look-up table
6.24 Example g! Iook-up pleopod features
Figure 63. Example of a look-up table
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Choices for Geographic Locatians {tblGeoqtaphicJ
You can no,n edit this base table.
BeVEFY carefull when removing records.
0
1
:
3
5
n
7
t
5
1
lWest cuast of South A
: East coast of South
Qoulh l-l'rzqmbiql.1e
North Mnzembique
6.25 Example of look-up table: creooraphic reqions
Figure 64. Example of a look-up table
6.26 Example g! g document chect
Document f,heck:
This process compdres the document links
set in the database with the electtonic
documents located undet de path defined
by Hyperlink Base which is curently set
at;
c: \my documents\proces
This verification will also automatically
correct non-telative addresses. missing
.pdf extentions. and missing S separatote.
It will further attempt to ludiciously supply
missing Display Text and curtect Usage fot
Classification Links whenever possible.
This process can take severel rninutes.
Do you wish to proceed ?
I t 
-.,.,,,.......,.-..--.,-..-..rY"s l li .Hs.... il
Figure 65. Example of the first 'document check'form
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Figure 66. Example of the second 'document check'fornr
Flgure 67. Example of the thlrd 'document checkt form
Figure 68. Example of the fourth 'document check'form
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7. OCCURRENCE
e Geography
This page contains information on the different geographical regions used in the
database.
e Habitat
This page contains information on the different types of habitats used in the
database.
q Co-ordinates
This page contains information on the co-ordinates used in the part occurrence.
Geooraphical data
In the database Mysidlan, in the file mysiddat.mdb only the shallow-water species of the
western Indian Ocean and surrounding areas are included. The data on geographical
occuffence is split in two types of data: location-data (co-ordinates) and geographical data
(regions). An overview of the study-area is given in the figure and further on in the list of
the regions.
A second file mysidworld contains a species list of the world. The data for this list was
obtained by the World species list of Muller (1993) with recent changes by Dr Jan Mees
and Prof. Tris Wooldridge. The geographical distribution mentioned in the base list is based
upon the regions Mauchline defined in his World list (1977). For this reason it was needed
to add the world regions described in the article of Mauchline (1977). A map with the
regions is given in Figure 69. The explanation of the codes used on the map are given in
Table 33
Example of geography Tab Mysidlan onpageTT .
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Figure 69. World map with indication of the biogeographical zones defined by Mauchline
(r977)
Code Description
I
2
aJ
3a
3b
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11a
11b
1lc
'North Atlantic' (Noord Atlantische Oceaan)
'West Atlantic' (West Atlantische Oceaan)
'East Atlantic' (Oost Atlantische Oceaan)
'Meditteranean' (Middellanse Zee)
'Black Sea' (Zwarte Zee)
'North Pacific' (Noordelijke Stille Oceaan)
'East Pacific' (Oostelijke Stille Oceaan)
'West Pacific' (Westelijke Stille Oceaan)
'Australasian' (Australisch-Aziatische regio)
'Eastern Indian Ocean' (Oostelijke Indische Oceaan)
'Western Indian Ocean' (Westelijke Indische Oceaan)
'Red Sea' (Rode Zee)
'South Atlantic' (Zuid Atlantische Oceaan)
'South Pacific' (Zuidelijke Stille Oceaan)
'Southern Indian Ocean' (Zuideliike Indische Oceaan)
Table 33. Explanation of geographical codes used in Figure 69
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Figure 70. Map of the area of the Western Indian Ocean
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2,J.,J......... kist. pJ.reglens
There are different geographical regions. They consist of islands, coastlines and seas. The
different regions are illustrated on the map. A list of the subregions is included in the table
below.
Namibia A
West-qoast of SQuth Africa B
Eaqt-coast of South Africa C
South Mozambique D
North Mozambique E
Tanzania F
Kenya G
North Somalia H
South Somalia I
Oman J
Pakistan K
North India L
South India M
Persian Gulf N
Gulf of Oman o
Red Sea P
Gulf of Aden a
West Madagascar R
East Madagascar s
Comores T
Zanzlbar U
Maldives V
Laccadives w
Mauritius X
Reunion Y
Sevchelles Z
Table 34. List of regions included in Mysldlan
Most of the subregions af,e areas with a known border, mostly the state borders. Some
countries' coastlines were divided in subregions. This division was made $o that all the
subregions represent an area of almost the same surface. In this way it is possible to
compare the different suhregions. It is important to define the edges of each subregion.
Every subregion is defined as precisely as possible. The co-ordinates of the borders of each
region the borders are given, and if possible also the corresponding geographical place. In
each case the co-ordinates and geographical places are tlese referring to the place, which is
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located upon the coastline and on the border of the region, unless stated otherwise. The data
was found in Microsoft Encarta 97 World Atlas.
7.1.1.1 Namibia
A: Co-ordinates: l7o 16' S
1.r" 46', E
Geographical: Foz do Cunerie
B: Co-ordinates: 28o 38' S
16 27' E
Geographical: AlexanderBay
Figure 71. Map of the Namibian region
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7.1.1.2 West South Africa
A: Co-ordinates: 28o 38' S
t60 27', E
Geographical: AlexanderBay
B: Co-ordinates: 33o 59' S
25" 32', L
Geographical: PortElizabeth
Figure 72.Map of the West Coast of South Africa
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7.1.1.3 East South Africa
A: Co-ordinates: 33" 39' S
250 32', E
Geographical: PortElizabeth
B: Co-ordinates: 26 52' S
32" 52', E
Geographical: Kosi,Lopes
Figure 73. Map of the East Coast of South Africa
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7.1.1.4 South Mozambique
A: Co-ordinates: 26o 52' S
320 52', E
Geographical: Kosi,Lopes
B: Co-ordinates: I9o 17' S
350 33' E
Geographical: Machesse
Figure 74.Map of the South coast of Mozambique
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7.1.1.5 NorthMozambique
A: Co-ordinates: I9o 17' S
350 33' E
Geographical: Machesse
B: Co-ordinates: t0 29' S
400 26', E
Geographical: Rio Lugenda (River)
Figure 75. Map of the North coast of Mozambique
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7.1.1.6 Tanzania
A: Co-ordinates: I0o 29' S
400 26', E
Geographical: Rio Lugenda (River)
B: Co-ordinates: 4" 4l' S
39" 13', E
Geographical: Kendwa,Mguya
Figure 76. Map of the coast of Tanzania
Remark: The coast of the island Zanzibu is not included in the Tanzanian region.
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7.1.1.7 Kenya
A: Co-ordinates: 4o 4l' S
390 13' E
Geographical: Kendwa,Mguya
B: Co-ordinates: l" 39' S
4ro 43', E
Geographical: Kaambooni
Figure 77.Map of the coast of Kenya
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7.1.1.8 North Somalia
B: Co-ordinates: 5o 2A' N
480 30' E
Geographical: Hobyo
C: Co-ordinates: 11o 50' N
5IO 17' E
Geographical: 
- Damo
Figure 78. Map of the North Somalian region (B & C)
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7.1.1.9 South Somalia
A: Co-ordinates: lo 39' S
41" 43', E
Geographical: Kaambooni
B: Co-ordinates: 5o 20' N
480 30' E
Geographical: Hobyo
Figure 79. Map of the South Somalian region (A-B)
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7.1.1.10 Oman
A: Co-ordinates: 16o 38' N
53" j', E
Geographical: ?
B: Co-ordinates: 22" 29' N
59" 49', E
Geographical: Ra's al Hadd
Figure 80. Map of the Oman region
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7.1.1.11 Pakistan
A: Co-ordinates: 25o 2' N
6lo 45', E
Geographical: Jiwani
B: Co-ordinates: 23" 46' N
680 1' E
Geographical: KadjarCreek
Figure 8L. Map of the Pakistani region
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7.1.1.12 North lndia
A: Co-ordinates: 23o 46' N
68" 1' E
Geographical: KadjarCreek
B: Co-ordinates: 15o 52' N
730 37', E
Geographical: Venguria
Figure 82. Map of the North Indian region
IAI
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7.1 .1 .13 South lndia
A: Co-ordinates: I5o 52' N
730 37', E
Geographical: Venguria
B: Co-ordinates: 8o 04' N
77" 33' E
Geographical: Kammiyiikumari
Figure 83. Map of the South Indian region
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7.1.1.14 Persian Gulf
A: Co-ordinates: 27o lI'
560 lJ',
Geographical: BandiireAbiis
B: Co-ordinates: 26 21'
56" 27'
Geographical: Ra'sMusandam
Figure 84. Map of the Persian Gulf region
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7.1 .1 .15 Gulf of Oman
B:
Co-ordinates:
Geographical:
Co-ordinates:
Geographical:
Co-ordinates:
Geographical:
Co-ordinates:
Geographical:
N" IL' N
560 L7', E
Bandflre Abiis
250 21', N
560 27', E
Ra's Musandam
220 32',
590 48'
Ra's al Hadd
250 z',
61" 45',
Jiwani
N
E
N
E
Remark: The NorthEast border is taken on the East Side of the estuary of the river Dasht.
In this way the estuarine habitat is not divided in two parts.
Figure 85. Map of the Gulf of Ornan region
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7.1.1.16 Red Sea
A: Co-ordinates: L2o 40' N
430 29', E
Geographical: HisnMuriid
B: Co-ordinates: 12" 29' N
430 Lg', E
Geographical: Fagal
Figure 86. Map of the Red Sea
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7.1.1.17 Gult of Aden
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A: Co-ordinates:
Geographical:
Co-ordinates:
Geographical:
Co-ordinates:
Geographical:
Co-ordinates:
Geographical:
120 40'
430 28',
Hisn Murld
L2" 29'
43" Ig',
Fagal
50 20'
480 30'
Hobyo
150 3g'
520 14',
Khaysayb
N
E
N
E
B:
D:
N
E
N
E
Figure 87. Map of the Gutf of Aden region
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7.1 .1 .18 West Madagaacar
A: Co-ordinates: L2" L' S
490 19', E
Geographical: Lotsohina
B: Co-ordinates: 25 35' S
45" t7', E
Geographical: Tratravitra
Figure 88. Map of the West Madagascan region
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7.1.1.19 Eaet Madagaecar
A: Co-ordinates: Lzo t' S
490 Ig', E
Geographical: Lotsohina
B: Co-ordinates: 25o 35' S
450 I7', E
Geographical: Tratravitra
Figure 89. Map of the East Madagascan region
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7.1.1.20 Comores
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B:
Co-ordinates: llo 17' S
43O I' E
Co-ordinates: 13o 16' S
43O I' E
Co-ordinates: l3o 16' S
45" 2g' E
Co-ordinates: ILo 17' S
45" 29', E
C:
D:
Figure 90. Map of the Comorian region
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7.1.1.21 Zanztbar
A: Co-ordinates:
Co-ordinates:
Co-ordinates:
Co-ordinates:
Co-ordinates:
50 40'
390 7',
60 J',
39" 2l'
60 30'
390 17',
60 30'
39" 40'
5" 40',
390 27',
S
E
B: S
E
S
E
S
E
S
E
C:
D:
E:
Remark: the co-ordinates in the table above give a relative identification of the codes on the
map. This is due to the fact that all five points are located in the sea.
Figure 91. Map of the Zanzibar region
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7.1.1.22 Maldives
A: Co-ordinates: 7o 50' N
7I" 20', E
B: Co-ordinates: 0o N
710 50' E
C: Co-ordinates: 0o N
75' E
D: Co-ordinates: 7o 50' N
740 70', E
Remark: the co-ordinates in the table above give a relative identification of the codes on the
map. This is due to the fact that all the four points are located in the sea.
Figure 92.Map of the Maldivian region
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7.1.1.23 Laecadives
A: Co-ordinates: 12" 55' N
71" E
B: Co-ordinates: 8o 15' N
7IO E
C: Co-ordinates: 8o 15' N
74" 20', E
D: Co-ordinates: I2o 55' N
730 70', E
Remark: the co-ordinates in the table above give a relative identification of the codes on the
map. This is due to the fact that all the four points are located in the sea.
Figure 93. Map of Laccadivian region
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7.1.1.24 Mauritius
A: Co-ordinates: 19" 44' S
57" rz', E
B: Co-ordinates: 20o 34' S
570 rz', E
C: Co-ordinates: 20o 34' S
580 E
D: Co-ordinates: 19" 44' S
580 E
Remark: the co-ordinates in the
table above give a relative
identification of the codes on
the map. This is due to the fact
that all the four points are
located in the sea.
Figure 94. Map of the Mauritian
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7.1.1.25 R6union
A: Co-ordinates: 20o 38' S
540 54', E
B: Co-ordinates: 2I" 38' S
540 54', E
C: Co-ordinates: 2lo 38' S
560 g' E
D: Co-ordinates: 2Oo 38' S
560 g', E
Remark: the co-ordinates in
the table above give a relative
identification of the codes on
the map. This is due to the fact
that all the four points are
located in the sea.
Figure 95. Map of the Rdunian region.
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7.1.1.26 Seychelles
A: Co-ordinates: 3o 37' S
540 42' E
B: Co-ordinates: 5o 09' S
540 42', E
C: Co-ordinates: 5o 09' S
560 22', E
D: Co-ordinates: 3o 37' S
56 22', E
Figure 96. Map of the region of the
Seychelles
Remark: all four points in the
table to the left are in the sea;
hence there are no
corresponding geographical
names.
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7,2 Co'ordinatea
Th9 9o-grdinates specified in the four fields on longitude and latitude, define areetangle
which shows the exacl losation where the species was found.
7.,2J........Vn!*tps..#.the.9..ee.rd:i.nstp..e
The co-ordinates entered in the database are positive for east of Greenwich and north of the
equator, negative for south and west, as illustrated in Figure 97 andFigure gg.
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Figure 97. Meaning of the tongitude values Figure 9E. Meanlng of tho lsdfude valucn
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The term habitat is referring to the typical living environment of a species.
There are two types of data concerning the habitat of the animal in Mysidlan: depth and
biotope information.
.2,.QJ........Penth.
In the database Mysidlan only the shallow-water coastal species are included. ThEre are
possibilities that the species also occur in other regions. The maximum deph taken in this
database was 50m below sea level. So all the species occurring in the shallow-water aone of
the described regions that occur between surface and 50m depth are represented in the
database.
U,.Q,.?........ Pielsp. e
7.3.2.1 General
In Mysidlan there is also a possibility to include habitat information. Together with depth,
this information gives an idea of the typical ecology of the species. The types of habitats
were grouped into a nurnber of types, which are defined more in detail below. There is a
possibility in the database to mark more than one biotope out of the list.
<NA>
Brackish water
Fresh water
Estuarine
Littoral
Neretic
Subtidal
Coastal
Off-shore
Oceanic
Epipelagic
Mesopelagic
Bathypelagic
Commensal
Crab-holes
Rocks
Gravel
Sand
Mud
Clay
Reefs
Table 35. List of habitat types
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7.3.2.2 htall
Much *";-i"***on-*riJ*oat is presented below is known aborrt the hdbitsr dmysids;
$ouroe$ ean b f.ound in tlm.Rofcrerreea section.
A. Brackish water To habitat list
Btsokidt w&ffi is watsr thct is more seline thsn fr€ehwaterbut lcss thm th6 6psfi **. Yery
often, bteokich watcr onvironulents are also fluctuating envirsnrr!ffis. Tha raliairy ia
vsriable depending on th$ tide, the ffnouht of fie*hwater entering frm rivcrs e as $sE €sd
the fete of ovaporation. As a result many br-aekieh water myei& srgtolwtof c@gre ia
salinity,
Inforrnstion frmn http:l/rrww.aquarircenml,eorrr/faqa/brackistf
Frosh wa$pr is wator with lsw salinity. The *alioity ie th* totel sonwMsu 0f &G fury$"ed
is usually compiltsd from tho sdium, potaesiunu magneeiunr, eale,irmU wbwffi,.aitioefio,
and hslide eoncsntfetisns. trn the figrue below ths rclatiCInehip bctvear Minityryd
sxygpnationin fuh wascrend e€swateris shown.
F$mc S. I&rstmdon of therdeiloneHp hntwwn mrygienntSOn sS sdfet in wstffi (&
from http :\www.britanicacom)
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C. Estuarine To habitat list
Estuaries can be defined as semi-enclosed bodies of coastal water which retain free
connection with the open sea and within which sea water is measurably mixed with fresh
water of terrestrial origin (Pritchard, 1967).
There are several types of estuaries but these are not specified in the database. Species that
live in estuarine systems mostly have physiological adaptations to the environmental
characteristics. Estuaries are characterised by high differences in salinity and temperature.
This has an influence on the osmoregulation within animals living in these environments.
More information concerning ecology and physical characteristics can be found in more
specialised literature. A list of works is given in the literature-list at the end.
Figure 100. View of an estuary
D. Littoral To habitat list
This term refers to an indefinite zone extending seaward from the shoreline to just beyond
the breaker zone. This zone has most tidal influence.
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This term is referring to the type of water that is overlaying the continental shelf, generally
up to a depth of less than 200m.
The part of the coast that never gets dry, not even in spring tide. This is shown in the figure
below.
Figure 10L. Schematic view of the neretic zone
F. Subtidal
Figure 102. Illustration of the subtidal zone
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This term refers to the zone of the sea body that is closest to the land bodies.
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H. Off-shore To habitat list
This term refers to the zone out of the coast. This means the zone deeper than 50 m not
defined as oceanic.
I. Oceanic To habitat list
This term is referring to the waters beyond the shelf break, generally of depth greater than
200 m.
J. Epipelagic To habitat list
This term refers to the zone in the water column that is situated in the first 200m. In other
words the epipelagic zone is the zone between surface and 200m depth.
Figure 103. Schematic view of the epipelagic zone
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K. Mesopelagic To habitat list
This term refers to the zone in the water column that is situated between 200 and 1000m
depth. The species in the database do all occur in the epipelagic zone (up to 50m depth) but
some of these species also occur in deeper environments.
L. Bathypelagic To habitat list
This term refers to the zone in the water column that is situated between 1000 and 4000m
below the surface.
Figure 104. Schematic view of the mesopelagic zone
Figure 105. Schematic view of the bathypelagic zone
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M. Commensal To habitat list
This characteristic refers to the fact of commensalism. This means that two organisms of
different species live together and share food resources, one species benefiting from the
association and the other not being harmed.
N. Crab-holes To habitat list
Crab-holes are the holes in the sand or another substrate made by living crabs. Some
species of Mysidacea prefer to live in this environment.
Figure 106. Example of a beach sur{ace with Crab-holes
O. Rocks To habitat list
t
I
I
I
This characteristic refers to the sediment-type. Sediments are generally characterised on
grain-size, in this case the size of the different constituents. Rocks are sediments with a
grain-size bigger than 64 mm. Data from Buchanan (1971).
P. Gravel To habitat list
This characteristic refers to the sediment-type. Sediments are generally characterised on
grain-size. Gravel is a sediment-type with a grain-size bigger than 4 mm and smaller than
64 mm. This sediment-type is also called pebble. Data from Buchanan (1971).
Q. Sand To habitat list
I
!
i
T
t
This characteristic refers to the sediment-type. Sediments are generally characterised on
grain-size. Sand is a sediment-type with a grain-size bigger than 0.0625 mm and smaller
than 1 mm. Data from Buchanan (1971).
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R. Mud To habitat list
This characteristic refers to the sediment-type. Sediments are generally chmaeteris€d on
grain-size. Mud is a sediment-type with a grain-size bigger than 0.002 mm and smaller than
0.0039 mm. This sediment type is also called silt. Data from Buchanan (1971),
S. Clay To habitat list
This sharacterjstic refers to the sedirnent-type. Sediments are generally characterisod on
grain-size. Clay is a sediment-type with a grain-size bigger than 0.00006 mm and smaller
than 0.002 mm. Data from Buchanan (1971).
These are ridges or hummocks formed in shallow oce&n areas by the calcareous skeletons
of certain coelenterates, of which coral polyps are the most important. A coral reef may
grow into a pennanent coral island.
U. Weeds To habitat list
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This term generally refers to a habitat with a dominant presence of big algae.
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8. MoRPHoLoGY
The morphology of Mysidacea corresponds with the general morphology of Crustacea. The
body consists of three parts: the caput (head), the thorax and the abdomen (Figure 107).
These three regions have appendages with a characteristic morphology, which is used in
classification.
Carapace Abdomen
Eye
Rostrum
Antennule
Pleirpod
Thoracopod
Figure 108. General morphology in lateral view of a mysid
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Rsetrum Carnpnce
Antennu Ahdomen Telson
Fleopod
Antsn*dscnle lhornlopod Urop,od
Figure 109. General morphology of a mysid: dorsal view
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8.1 Detailed
In this part morphology of the Mysidacea, as far as needed for using Mysidlan, will be
described. More particularly, all the character states, which can be attached to certain
morphological descriptors, will be explained, both in words and with an illustration.
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Morphology: Head:
Thorax:
Mouth parts
Antennal scale
Carapace
Thoracopods
Marsuoi
Abdomen: Pleopods
Uropods
Table 36. List of links to morphological information
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8.2 Morphometru
Apart from the descriptions of morphological states, the database allows
morphometric data. In most cases these af,e characteristic for the spwies
combination with other features.
o Total length of males and females
o Standard length of males and females
o Carapace length
The total lengfh of the animal is one of the most used morphometric characteristies within
mysids. Unfortunately, there are a number of ways in which this measurement is t*en, and
the literature sources consulted do not always state what method was u$cd.. As a restilt of
this, measuremeRts given in the database should be taken as indicative of the real lEugth,
rather than as an accurate measurement.
The most widespread way of measuring body length in the recent literature is illustrated in
Figure 110: from the most proximal point of the rostrurn up to the most distal point of the
telson.
Figure 110. Body length me&surement wittrrin my*lds (L= length)
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Next to the total body length, the so'called 'standard length' is in use a.s a measure of
overall lengfh; as illustrated in Figure 111, it is measured from the point in betwwu the
eyes up to the posterior margin of the last somite. The advantage of the standefd lensh
over the total length is that it excludes some intraspecific morphometric variation: the sizE
of the rostrum and the telson can vary a lot within a species. In the standard lengfh these
two appendages are not taken in the measurement Sometimes the standerd length ie ssed to
calculate the biomass of a specimen.
Figure 111. $tandard length moasurement witldn mydd*
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Next to the body length, also the length of the caxapaco can be a useful tool to identify or
classify groups of species. The length of the carapace is measurod betwecn the rnost
pmximal point of the rostrum and the nost distal part of the carapace. It is very important
with carapaces with an emarginated posterior to include in the measurement also the lateral
parts which cover some more distally located parts than posterior margin of the dorsal part.
More general information is included in the figure.
Figure 11.2. MeasurcNnent of the oarapace in myside
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t All crustaceans consist of three main body parts: the head (caput), the thorax and the
abdomen.
I The head weaf,s almost every sense organ, This is projected in a specialised morphology.I Typical parts of the head are the eyes, the antennae, the antennules and the different mouth
parts.
t In Mysidlan only the useful characteristics in terms of determination of species arer included.
I o Eyesr o Antennal scale
r o Mouth parts
Example of the head Tab in Mysidlan on page 78.
t .q,gJ........Fy.e.s
I 8.3,1.1 GeneralI Eye morphology does not vary very much within the Mysidacea. NevErtheless in some
species the morphological characteristics of the eyes are the identification characteristics.
I The differences between the different shapes of the cornea are often debatable.I
8.3.1.2 List of shapes
I A list of shapes present in Mysidlan is given below. These different shapes are explained
- more in detail in the next part.
I
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<NA>
Extremely reduced
Reduced
Well developed (srnall)
Well developed (big)
Globular
Reniform
Ouadrangular
Plate-like
Fused
Two distinct regions
Accessory eye
Special pigmentation
Stalked
Not stalked
Table 37. List of eye shapes
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8.3.1.3 Deecription of ehapee
A. Extremely reduced To Shgpq list
In some species the eyes are extremely reduced. In those caoes only a small part of the stalk
remains. The reduction of the eyes is mostly an ecological adaptation.
Figure 113. Illustration of extremely
reduced eves
B. Reduced To Shape list
Eyes that are reduced are very small but do still have a small cornea. This reduction is
mostly an ecological adaptation. An example is given in Figure 114.
Figure 114. Illustration of reduced eyes
t3I
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C. Well developed (small) To Shape list
Small but well developed eyes have a cornea is at least as broad as the stalk. An example is
given in Figure 1i5. The total volume of the eye is relatively small compared to the other
appendages of the head.
Figure 115. Illustration of small but well
developed eyes
D. Well developed (big) To Shape list
Well-developed eyes have a total volume that is big, compared with the other appendages
of the head. An illustration is eiven in Fisure 1 16.
Figure 116. Illustration of big well-
developed eyes
t32
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E. Globular To Shape list
Globular eyes have a globular cornea. Some examples are given in Figure 117.
0/!
Figure 117. Illustration of globular eyes
F. Reniform To Shape list
Reniform eyes have a cornea, which has a reniform (kidney-like) shape. The cornea is
relatively bean-shaped in dorsal view. An example is given in Figure 118.
G. Quadrangular To Shape list
Quadrangular eyes have a cornea, which has a quadrangular-like shape in dorsal view. An
example is given in Figure 119.
Figure 119. Illustration of a
quadrangular eye
H. Plate-like To Shape list
Plate-like eyes are well-developed eyes which are flattened laterally. In this way the eyes
look as plates.
D
Figure 118. Illustration of a reniform eye
0
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Some species have fused eyes. This means that the right and left stalks are
both the corneas.
J. Two distinct resions
oS
fused such as
To Shaoe list
Most species of mysids have left- and right eyes that are well separated ('unfused'). A
general illustration is given in Figure 120.
Figure 120. Illustration of unfused eyes
Some species have an additional, accessory cornea surface. Both the corneas can touch each
other or be separated. Two examples are given below in Figure 121.
Some species have eyes, with a special coloured cornea. It has to be clear that this colour is
natural and not caused by the medium in which the specimen is stored. Some possible
colours are: brown, golf, red ...
a/J
Figure 121. Illustration of accessory eyes
ial pigmentation
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M. Stalked To Shape list
Most species of the Mysidacea have stalked eyes. This means that the cornea of the eye
does not articulate immediately with the remaining parts of the head. Beneath the coutea
there is mostly another structure, a so-called stalk, which produces the eyo proximally, Two
examples are given in Figure 122.
N. Not stalked To Shape list
In some exceptional cases the eyes are not stalked but articulated with the head. Two
illustrations are given in Figure 123.$f
Figure 123. Illustrafion of unstalked eyeo
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Flgure 122. IUustration of etalked eyes
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8.3.2.1 General
The antennal scale of mysids and also of other crustaceans is a part of the antenna The
antenna is just like any other appendage build with three parts: a syrnpod, an exopod and en
endopod. The exopod and endopod in Mysids are modifled into the antennal scale cnd a
flagellum (see Figure 124).
The flagellum does not have a big determining power. The antennal scalE is very inrportant
and easy to see for determination.
The scale is generally in the form of a flat plate aligned or not with setas.
In the following part the most regular found shape-characteristics of the anteunal seale will
be discussed more in detail.
Figure l24.Illustradon of the general
form ofthe ontenna
r36
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t 8.3.2.2 List of ehapes
I A list of shapes present in Mysidlan is given below. These different shapes me explainedI more in detail in the next part.
<NA>
Absent
Long and narrow
Oval
Rectangular
Distal end rounded
Distal end pointed
Distal end flat
Distal spine
No distal spine
Shorter than peduncle
Lonqer than peduncle
Same size as peduncle
Setation all around
Inner margin naked
Outer margin naked
No setation
One segment
Two segments
Table 38. List of Antennal scale shapee
8.3.2.3 Descrlption of shapes
A. Absent Tdsbape !jS!
I In sorne species the antennal scale is extremely reduced or even absent. These cases are
exceptions and do not occur in a lot of genera. There are fwo genera that have species with
I absent or reduced antEnnal scales: Arachnomysis and Caesaromysis. The scales areI sometimes replaced by a long spine (as shown in Figure 125).
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Figure l25.Illustration of a reduced
antennal scale
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B. long and narrow To Shape list
Some mysids have an antennal ssale, which is very long and niurow shaped. In thosp casEs
the ecale is much longer than the peduncle.
Figure l"26.Illustrafion of long and
nsrrow antennal scals
C. Oval To Shape list
In a lot of mysids the antennal scale has an oval shape. It can be longor or shortsr than the
peduncle or wesr spines. The general shape of an oval scale is shown in Figure 127.
Figure LZT.Illustradon of scale with an
oval ehape
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D. Restangular TgrshaBs !iFt_
Some mysids have a scale, which looks in general rectangular. This moan$ that the breadth
is on every place of Sg scale equal. Next to that the scale has a flat end. An idealie€d shapeis shown in Figure 128"
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Figure 12E. Illustration of a ecale wlth a
rectangular shape
In lots of species the antennal scale has a rounded end. This means that the inner and outer
lateral margin gonverge in curve-like way. This illustrated in Figure 129.
Figure L29.Illustration of scele with a
distal rounded end
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E. Distal end rounded
I
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F. Distal end pointed IgShgpe,lisl!
The distal end of the antennal scale can be pointed. This is shown in Figure 130, In general
this means that the lateral margins converge to each other reaching each other ir one most
distal point.
Figure l.30.Illustration of a gcale with
appointed end
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The distal of the antennal scale can be flat. This means
converge or diverge. There is a distal rnargin, which is
rnargin to another. This is shown in Figure 131.
that the lateral margins do not
flat and goes from one latsraJ
Figure L3L.Illustratlon of a seale with a
flat distal end
G. Distal end flat
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H. Distal spine To Shape list
In some epecies the antennal scale wears a distal spine. This spine is generally located
distally on the outer margin. This is shown in Figure 132.
Figune L32. Illustration of a scale with a
distal spine
Some species do not wear a distal spine. This means that distatly the lateral margin* do not
forrn an extra appendage upon the scale, which is generally in the shape of a spine. fris is
illustrated in Figure 133.
Figure 133. Illustration of ant*nnal scale
wlthout distal spine
t
T
I. No distal s
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The morphologic tem defines the length of the scale referring to the peduncle. The seale is
in this case shorter than the peduncle (first ttuee segments of the endopod). ftis is shown
in Figure 134.
Figure L34. Illustratlon of a scale whlch
is shorter than the peduncle
The morphologic tenn defines the length of the scale referring to the peduncle. The scale is
in this case longer than the neduncle (first three segments of the endopod). T e is shown
in Figure 135.
Figure 135.Illustration of a scale wlrlch
is longer thsn the pedunele
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L. Sanle size as peduncle To S,hape list
The morphologic term defines the length of the scale refeffing to the pduncle. TTle ssale is
in this case a$ long as the neduncle (first three segments of the endopod). This is *hovm in
Figure 136.
Figure l.36.Illustration of scale whlch is
as log ss th€ pedunele
M. Setation a1l ar-ound To Shape list
Most of the antennal scales wear appendages such as setae or spines. The setetion sas be
located on the scale in different ways. In this case the setation is locst€d on the lateral
margins all around the scale. This is shown in Figure 137.
Iligure 137. Illustradon of a scalc with
eetafion all around
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N. Inner margin naked To Shape list
Most of the antEnnal scales wear appendages such as setae or spines. The setation can bo
located on the scale in different ways. In this case the setation is located on the letersl
margin at the outer side of the scale. This is the side most away from the peduncle or the
middle line of the animal. This is shown in Figure 138.
Figure l3S.Illustration of a scale with a
naked innermargln
O. Outer margin naked Ig...,ShgElisr!
Most of the antennal scales wear appendages such as setae or spines, The setation can be
located on the scale in different ways. In this case the setation is lscated on the lateral
margin on the innEr side of the scale. This is the side closest to the peduncle or the middle
line of the animal. This is shown in Figure 139.
Figure L39. trlustretion of a scale with a
naked outcrmargln
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I P. No setationI To Shaoe list
I In some cases there is no setation at all on the antennal scale. Both the inner and outer
I largin are naked. Next to this the scale can wear other appendages such as spines. Anillustration of a naked antennal scale is given in Figure 140.
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Q. One segment To Shaoe list
I The antennal scalo of mysids can be of one or two segments. In this case the spale concist6
Flgure l40.Illustratlon of scale with
naked margins
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of one $egment which is of course the whole scale. This is shown in Figure 141.
Figure 141. Illustration of scale of one
segment
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B.Tlryq segments To Shaoe list
The antennal scale of mysids can be of one or two segments. In this case the scale consists
of two segments. The suture between the two segments is in most c&ses loeated distal on
the scale. This is shown in Figure 142.
Figure 142. Illustration of scale of two
segments
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8.3.3.1 General
On the head different appendages are present. Apart from the sensory appendages, there are
some appendages related to feeding which are called the mouth parts.
There are four different mouth parts: the labrum, the mandibles, the maxilles and the
maxillules. This does not mean that only these parts are related with the action of feeding.
Also thoracic appendages, especially thl first pair, play a role in the feeding techniques. In
the multiple-choice box in Mysidlan some general morphologic characteristics on some
mouth parts are present.
Mouth parts are not generally used for identification, since studying them involves
dissection, but are in some cases characteristic for the species. An overview on the mouth
parts is given in Figure 143.
Figure 143. EM photo of ventral on the
mOUth paf tS g,=tabrum, M=Mandibet, p=premaxillare)
8.3.3.2 List of shapes
A list of shapes present in Mysidlan is given below. These different shapes are explained
more in detail in the next part.
Sho
<NA>
Labrum symmetrical
Labrum asymmetrical
Labrum with rostral spine
Distal segment maxilla rectangular
Distal segment maxilla crescent shaped
Distal segment maxilla triangular
Mandibular palp A
Mandibular palp B
Mandibular palp C
Table 39. List of mouth part shapes
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8.3.3,3 Deecription of shapes
8.3.3.3.1 Labrum
The labrum in Mysidacea and also in other crustaceans can be shaped symmetrically or
asyurmetrically.
A symmetrical shape of the labnrm means that the middle line of the anirnal divids$ it in
two equal parts. This is shown in Figure 144.
Flgure 144. Illustradon of symnetricel
labrum
B. Labrum asvmmetrical To Shape list
A symmetrical shape of the labrum means that the middle line of the animal doesn't divide
it two equal parts.This is shown in Figure 145 and also on the photo in Figure 143.
o,A
O6
Figure 145. Illuetrafion of asymmetrical
labrum
t
A. Labrurn svrnmetrical
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C. Labrum with rostral spine To Shape list
In a lot of species in Mysidacea the labrum wears a spine at the most rostral side. This is
illustrated in Figure 146.
Figure 146. Illustration of a labrum with
a rostral spine
8.3.3.3.2 Maxilla
The maxilla consists also of an endopod and an exopod. The most distal segment of the
exopod can be of different shapes. The shape is in some cases difficult to define and
sometimes subjective decisions have to be made.
A. Distal segment maxilla rectangular To_.,ShaBe lisl!
The shape of the distal segment of the exopod is rectangular as illustrated in Figure 147.
The shape is in some cases difficult to define and sometimes, subjective decisions have to
be made.
Figure 147. Illustration of a maxilla with
a rectangular shaped distal end of the
exopod
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B. Distal segment maxilla crescent shaped
I Crescent shaped refers to a moonlike shape. An example is shown in Figure 148.
t
To Shape list
I
I
t
I Flgure l4S.Illustradon of a maxilla witha erescent shaped distal end of theexopod
I C. Distal segrnent maxilla triangular To Shape list
I 
An example of a triangular distal segment is shown in Figure 149.
F-igure l49.Illustration of a maxilla with
a tr{angular chaped distol end of the
exopod
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8.4 Thorax
The thorax consists of eight segments (thoracomeres), with one pair of appendages
(thoracopods) per segment, and the carapace, which folds around the thoracomeres. In the
females the last thoracopods can generate a brood chamber: the marsupium.
Characters can be entered on several parts of the thorax:
o Carapace
o Thoracopod
o Marsupium
Example of the thorax tab in Mysidlan on page 78.
.q,.4,.1........ 9..a.':a pa.ge
8.4.1.1 General
The carapace in Mysidacea is in general well developed. In the majority of species it covers
the thorax laterally, but leaves the last one or two thoracic somites exposed in dorsal view
when a dorsal emargination is present. The carapace is not attached to more than three of
the thoracic somites. It simply envelops the remaining somites. On the carapace towards the
proximal end there is a cervical sulcus running across the dorsal surface above the region of
the mandibles. The anterior margin of the carapace is usually produced forward in a
rostrum, the shape of which is used as a taxonomic character.
The posterior margin can be emarginated or flat. The different shapes are discussed more in
detail below.
8.4.1.2 List of shapes
A list of shapes present in Mysidlan is given below. These different shapes are explained
more in detail in the next part.
Sho
<NA>
Posterior margin emarginated
Posterior margin rounded
Posterior margin flat
Lobes
Rostrum absent
Rostrum small
Rostrum well developed
Rostrum acutely pointed
Rostrum bluntly pointed
Rostrum acutely rounded
Rostrum bluntly rounded
Rostrum soear-li
Table 40. List of Carapace shapes
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8.4.1.3 t}escrlption of shapes
A. Posterior margin emarginated To Shape list
The posterior margin of the carapace bows back proxirnally extending quite doep. h this
way an emarginatiorr is fornred. This is shown in Figure 150.
Figure l.50.Illustration of carapace wJth
an emarginnted poeterior margin
The posterior margin of the carap.rce is produced in some kind of a proximal orisntated
curve. This is shown in Figure 151.
Figure l5l. Illustradon ofa cnrapace
with a rounded posterior margin
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C. Posterior margin flat To Shaoe list
The posterior margin of the carapace is not produced into an emargination or is not
rounded. This is shown in Figure 152.
Flgure l52.Illuetrafion of carapace with
a flat portcrior margin
The lateral margins of the emargination consist of different lobes that overlay each othsr.
Figure 153. lh$tration of an
emargination of which the lateral
borders are cornposed oflobec
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Not in all species of, rnysids a rostrum is present. Sometimes the proximal nargln of the
carapace is just straight or rounded and produces no extension in between the eyes.
Figure 154. Illustratlon of e csrapace
without a rostrum
A rostrum is small when the proximal margin just produces a very small extension, which
goes little in between the eyes. This is illustrated in a generalised way in Figure 155.
Figure 155. Illustration of a small
rostrum
t
I
F. Rostrum small
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G. Rostrum well developed To Shape list
The rostrum can be well developed.
that the proximal margin of the
illustrated in Figure 156.
This is the case in
carapace extends
most species of mysids. This means
clearly in between the eyes. This
Figure 156. Illustrations of a well-
developed rostrum
The rostrum can be acutely pointed. This means that the lateral margins converge and meet
in a single point. This is shown in Figure 157.
Figure 157. Illustration of an acutely
pointed rostrum
H. Rostrum acutelv nointed
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bluntl
A rostrum can be bluntly pointed. This term refers to the fact that
and so the lateral margins converge but they do not meet in one
part is produced in a curved way. This is illustrated in Figure 158.
the rostrum looks pointed
point. The most proximal
Figure 158. Illustration of a bluntly
pointed rostrum
J. Rostrum acutel rounded
The rostrum can be acutely rounded. This means that the rostrum extends in between the
eyes and the margins produce a curved contour. This is different from bluntly pointed
because in that case the rostrum extends further in between the eyes and looks more
pointed. This shape of rostrum is illustrated in Figure 159.
Figure 159. Illustration of an acutely
rounded rostrum
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J. Rostrum bluntly rounded To Shape list
The rostrum can be bluntly rounded. This means that the rostrum does not extend in
between the eyes and the margins produce a curved contour. This is differEnt frorn bluntly
pointed because in that case the rostrum extEnds further in between the eyes aod loolcs more
pointed. This shape of rostrum is illustrated in Figure 160.
Figure 160.Iilustradon of a bluntly
rounded rostrum
K. Rostr.um spear-like To Shape list
The rostrum can be spear-like. This means that the rostrum is acutely pointed and is
extending far before the most proximal edge of the eyes. On Figure 161 this is illustrated in
a general way.
Figure 16l.Illustradon of a spear-like
rostrum
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8.4.2.1 General
The thoracopods are the appendages on the thoracal somites. There are eight thorEcic
somites with on each of these a pair of thoracopods.
Each of the thoracopods consists of a sympod, an exopod and an endopod. These different
parts have for each pair of thoracic limbs their own characteristics. Thi thoracopods axe not
the most important parts of the body in terrns of classification. Nevertheless some
characteristics are given in Mysidlan, so fhey can be valuable for determination or for
comparing different groups of species.
8.4.2.2 List of ehapes
A list of shapes present in Mysidlan is given below. These different shapes are explained in
more detail in the next part.
<1.[A>
2-8 similar
3 elongated in the male
4 elongated in the male
5 elongated in the male
6 elongated in the male
7 elongated.in the male
8 elongated in the male
Exopod2-8>5segments
Exopod2-8>8segments
Exopod 2-8 > 10 segments
Exopod 2-8 > 15 segments
Exopod first segment with hook
Exopod first segment no hook
Armed with spines
Armed with setae
Armed with plumose setae
ial sha
Table 41.. List of thoracopod shapes
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8.4.2.3 Description of shapes
A. 2-8 similar To Shape list
This term refers to the fact that the second to the eighth thoracopod look the same. This
means that there are no extreme special limbs in the series. There may be some variation in
the number of segments of the endopods and the exopods. The first limb is not taken into
account here, because it is always modified and is used while feeding.
This term refers to the fact that the third pair of thoracopods is elongated compared with the
other thoracopods. It is possible that next to this pair also one or more other pairs are
elongated.
This term refers to the fact that the fourth pair of thoracopods is elongated compared with
the other thoracopods. It is possible that next to this pair also one or more other pairs are
eloneated.
D. 5 elongated To Shape list
This term refers to the fact that the fifth pair of thoracopods is elongated compared with the
other thoracopods. It is possible that next to this pair also one or more other pairs are
eloneated.
This term refers to the fact that the sixth pair of thoracopods is elongated compared with the
other thoracopods. It is possible that next to this pair also one or more other pairs are
elongated.
To Shaoe listF. 7 elongated 
---This term refers to the fact that the seventh pair of thoracopods is elongated compared with
the other thoracopods. It is possible that next to this pair also one or more other pairs are
elongated.
G. 8 elongated To Shape list
This term refers to the fact that the eight pair of thoracopods is elongated compared with
the other thoracopods. It is possible that next to this pair also one or more other pairs are
elongated.
C. 4 elon
E. 6 elon
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This term refers to the fact that the exopods of the second to the eight thoracopods have
more than five segments and less than nine segments.
This term refers to the fact that the exopods of the second to the eight thofacopods have
more than eight segments and less than eleven segments.
J. Exopod 2-B > 10 segments To ghgElis!
This tenn refers to the fact that the exopods of the second to the eight thoracopods have
more than ten segments and less fhan sixteen segments.
An example of this case is given in the figure below.
Figure 162. Illustration of an exopod
with more than 10 segments and less
than 16.
This term refers to the fact that the exopods of the second to the eight thoraeopods have
more than fifteen segments.
I. Exopod 2-8 > 8 sesments
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L. Exopod first segment with hook To Shaoe list
In some cases the first segment of the exopod wears a distal hook. In most csses, this firet
segmcnt is expanded.
Figure 163. Illuctrafion of an exopod
with thc frrst segment with a hook
M. Exopod first segment no hook To Shape list
In some cases the first segrnent of the exopod is distally rounded and doesn't wear any
appendages, In most cases, this first segment is expanded.
Figure 164.Illustration of an exopod
with a frrat segment without a hook
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The segments of sympods, endopods and exopods can be armed with spines. These spines
can be inserted anywhere on the thoracopods. An illustration is given in Figure 165.
Figure l,65.Illustration of a segment
armed with cpines
The segments of sympods, endopods and exopods can be armed with setae. These can be
inserted anywhere on the thoracopods. An illustration is given in Figure 166.
Figure 166.Illustrafion of a segment
armed with a seta
P. Armed with plumose seme
The segments of sympods, endopods and exopods can be arned with plumo$e $etae (setae
with setules upon it). These can be inserted anywhere on the thoracopods. An illustration is
given in Figure 167.
I
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t
Figure 16T.Illustradon of segment
anned with a plumose seta
Mysidlon Monuol
O. Armed with setae
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Q. Special qhape (rem.) To Shape list
This option is added to include also special features typical for a species. This feature can
be described more profoundly in the "remaxks,'tab.
8.4.3.1 General
The presence of the marsupium is a one of the typical characteristic, which define the order
of the Mysidacea. It only occurs in females. The feature is used as brood chanrber. It is
composed of a variable number of lamellae. These lamellae are deformed endopods of the
eight thoracopod or deformed pieces of the body wall of the abdomen
8,4.3.2 List of shapes
A list of shapes present in Mysidlan is given below.
<NA>
2 pairs of lamellae
3 pairs of lamellae
7 pairs of lamellae
Table 42.List of rnansupium shapes
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8,5 Abdomen
The abdomen in Mysidacea consists of six segments. All these segments wear their typical
extremities. The first five segments wear the uni- or biramous pleopods, while the last
segment wears the uropods and the telson. The uropods can be different in males and
females.
In Mysidlan characteristics can be entered on different parts of the abdomen:
o Pleopods
o Uropods
r Telson
Example of first tab on the abdomen in Mysidlan on page79.
Example of second tab on the abdomen in Mysidlan on page79.
.Q,.5,.1........ Pf.e..-o. p.e.d.q
8.5.1.1 General
The pleopods are the extremities of the abdominal segments. There is a pair of them on
each of the first five abdominal segments. They are in most species sexually dimorph. This
is because of the function of the pleopods, They play a big role in the sexual behaviour. The
morphology of the pleopods is in a lot of species and genera more in general a determining
factor. The morphology of each of the five pairs can be closely the same or in other species
completely different. That's the reason why each of the pleopods has some fields in the
database to describe its basic morphology.
These fields are: rami, number of segments of the endopod and the exopod and special
features.
Example of the pleopods Tab Mysidlan
8.5.1.2 Rami
The pleopods are build up out of two or three main parts depending on their rami. In each
pleopod, there is a sympod, which consist mostly of two segments: a small coxa and a large
basis. Then normally there is an endopod and an exopod. In some cases one of these last
ones mostly the endopod reduces and the pleopod is mainly formed by the exopod. This is a
so-called uniramous pleopod. When both the endopod and the exopod are present then they
talk about a biramous pleopod. This is illustrated in Figure 168& Figure 169.
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Figure 168. Illustrafon of a biramous
pteopod
Figure 169. Illustratlon of an unlramous
pleopod
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nU B.S.i.g Number of segments
This characteristic does not need a lot of illustration. In the database there are two fields on
n the number of segments. One for the endopod when present and one for the exopod whenU present. There is a limited amount of choices that can be made for the number of iegments.
These are illustrated in Table 43.
I segment
2 segments
3 segments
4 segments
5 segments
6 segments
7 segments
8 segments
9 segments
10 segments
11 segments
12 segments
>12 sesments
Table 43. Number of segments
I'l 8.5.1.4 Morphotogical featuresu A list of shapes present in Mysidlan is given below. These different shapes are explained
more in detail in the next part.I
<NA>
Elongated
Spines upon
Last segment claws
Last segment special
Plates
N
Table 44.List of telson shapes
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8.5.1.5 Descrlption of shapes
A. Elongated Ia.J$bqpEliqt
A pleopod is elongated whcn it is a lot longer than the other pleopods. The elongation of
the pleopod has in rnost cases a lot to do with the reproductive function of ths pleopod.
An illustration is shown in Figure 170.
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Figure 170. Illustration elongated
pleopods
B. Spines upon To Shane list
This characteristic refers to the type of appendages that are present on the pleopod, hr this
case it only indicates that on the pleopods spines are present. This is shown in a general
form in Figure 171.
Flgure 171". Illustration of spines on
eegments of the pleopod
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C. Last segment claws Tglstrepglls!
The last segment of exopod of a pleopod can be of a special shape. This shope is rather
difficult to generalise in a limited amount of shapes. In the database the nnoit sourring
shapes are pre$ent such as claws on the last segment. This is illustrated by an exa,ryple in
Figure I72. On these claws further specialisation (such as spines) are poesible as ehown in
the figure.
The last segment of exopod of a pleopod can be of a special shape. This shnpe is ratller
difficult to generalise in a limited amount of shapes. h the database the rnost oecuning
shapes are present but next to these there is a general possibility to choose for "laet s$nent
special". More dEtailed information can then be given in the remark tab. Sorno exa,mptes
are illustrated by in Figur,e 173.
Figure 173. Illustration of speciat shapes
of the lest eegment of a pleopod
Figure lT2.Illuetration last segment with
a claw
u
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In some case a pleopod can be simplified very profoundly generating in a pleopod which is
no more than a plate with eventually hairs or spines upon it. This is illustrated in Figure
174.In those cases the pleopod is automatically uniramous.
Figure 174. Illustration of a plate-like
pleopod
Sometimes the pleopods don't have any special shape of the last exopod segment. Then the
last segment looks normal with no special appendages except eventually normal hairs such
as on the other segments. In this case the option no special shape can be chosen.
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8.5.2.1 General
The uropods can be seen as the extremities of the last abdominal segrnent. The uropods are
biramous and thus have an endopod and an exopod.
The characteristics of both the endopod and the exopod are very important to identification
of the species.
8.5.2.2 Statocyst
The statocyst is a little vesicle whit a statolyth in it. In the vesicle, there are hairs that can
sense movements of the statolyth. This organ could be used as auditory orgsn.
The statocyst does not occur in every species. It's therefore that in Mysidlan there ia an
option to ehoose whether the statocyst is present or absent. In the figure there is an
illustration of what is meant by absence and presence of the statocyst.
Flgure 175. Illustration of
uropod wlth endopod with
a $tstocyst
Figurrc 176. Illustrafion of
uropod with endopod wlthout
a statocyst
8,5.2.3 Number of spines
The number of spines on the endopods and the exopods of the uropods are important in
terms of classification. Mysidlan allows entering the maximum and rninimurn number of
spines on the endopods and on the exopods. In this way intraspecific variation is included.
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8.5.2.4 List of shapes
I A list of shapes present in Mysidlan is given below. These different shapes are explainedt more in detail in the next part.
T
t
I
t
T
T
<NIA>
Endopod longer then exopod
Endopod shorter then exopod
Suture on exopod
No suture on exopod
Suture on endopod
No suture on endoood
Plumose setae on endopod
Normal setae on endopod
No setae on endopod
Plumose setae on exopod
Normal setae on exopod
No setae on exoood
Spegial feature (see rem.)
Endopod equal to exopod
Table 45. List of uropod shapes
r g.s.a.s Description of shapes
It A. Endopod longer thqn exopod_ fb.SbApgUS!
r The endopod (the uropod closest to the middle) is longer then the exopod as shown in the
I figure.
T
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I
Figure 177. Illustration of
uropod with endopod longer
then exopod
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The endopod (the uropod closest to the middle-line) is shorter then the exopod as $hown in
the figure.
Figure 17E Illustration of endopod
shorter than exopod
c,. Endopod equal to exopod 
,To'hffilig!
The length of the endopod is equal to that of the exopod. This is illustrated in Figure 179.
Figure 179. Illustration of
uropods without equal
endopods en exopods in
length
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On the exopod a suture is visible. It can be interpreted also as a line between two $egmen6.
An illustration of this feature is visible in the figure.
Figure 180. Illustration of a
suture on the exopod
Figure LSL.Illustration of an exopod
without a suture
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D. Suture on exo
E. No suture on ex
On the exopod there is no suture visible, the exopod is just one plate-like stnrcturp.
t73
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F. Suture on en4opod To Shaoe list
On the endopod a suture is visible. It can be interpreted also as a line between two
segments. An illustration of this feature is visible in the figure.
Flgure 1.82. Illustrafiorr of an endopod
with a suture
Flgure L83. Illustration of an endopod
without a suture
I
I
I
G. No suture on
On the endopod there is no suture visible, the exopod is just oue pla0e-like strucfire.
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This refers to the preEence of plumose setae on the endopod. More than one tlpe of setatioi
can be chosen.
Figure 184. Illustration of a plumose seta
H. Plumose setae on endo
I. Norrnal setae on
J. No setae on
'Norrnal setae' are setae without any special features like plumose setae.
No setae are present on the margins of the endopods. This does not mean that the margin$
are naked: there can be spines or spinules.
This refers to the presence of plumose setae on the exopod. It is not necessary that just one
type of setation is chosen. Next to plumose setae also other types of setae can 
-be 
present.
'Normal setae' are setae without any special features like plumose setae.
No setae are present on the margins of the endopods. This does not mean that the rnargins
are naked: there can be spines or spinules.
This possibility is included for special types of uropods. The special morphology can then
be deseribed in the remarks.
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K. Plumose setae on ex
L. Normal setae on ex
M. No setae on exo
N. Special feature (see rem.
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8.5.3.1 Telson shape
8.5.3.1.1 General
The telson is one of the basic characteristics to describe a mysid. Mysidlan stores
information on the length-to-width ratio, on the number of spines and qoinules and on oths
features of this body part.
8.5.3.1.2 List of shapes
A list of shapes present in Mysidlan is given below. These different shapes are explained
more in detail in the next part.
<I.{A>
Entire
Apical incision
Armed cleft
Unarmed cleft
Apical plumose setae
Apex armed
Apex unarmed
Lateral margins armed
Lateral margins unarmed
Apex truncate
Ape4 flat
Apex rounded
Apex pointed
Tfiangular
Linguiform
Medal shaped
Ouadrangular
With ornamentation
Table 46. List of telson shapes
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8.5.3.1.3 Description of shapes
Figure 185,Illustratiou of an example of
an endre telson
To Shaoe list
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Figure 1,E6. Illustradon of a telson wlth
an apical lncision
A. Fntire 
_ Tg SltanUlb!
I No incisions or clefts are present.
I
I
I
T
I B. Apical incision
I In this case, a small indeutation in the apical margin of the tels,on is present. An iincisisn' isr not as deep as a'cleft'.
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C. Armed cleft Tgr$hape list
Same as apical incision, but the incision goes deeper, to about one 15s of the total telson-
length.
The incision is armed with spines at the lateral margins.
Figure 187. Illustradon of a telson with
an armed cleft
same as narmed cleft', but without spines or other ornamentation.
Figure LSS.Illustration of a telson with
an unarmed cleft
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This means that on the apical margin plumose setae can be found. Plumose setae are setae
with setules upon it. In this way the seta looks like a plurne.
h the figure a plumose setae is illustrated and an example of a telson with apical plumose
setae.
Remark as illuefiatpd
in ths figurc, apical
plumoeo sstse c&! bo
combined with otftpr
oharacteristics lik6 an
anrpd cloft in thie css6.
Figure 189. I[ustradon of a telson with
an apical plumose setae
Figure l90.Illustration of a plumose seta
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This tErm refers to the fact that the apex of the telson (= thE most apical rnargin) wears
spines. These spines can be just simple or wear ornamentation themselves.
This term doesn't say anything of the shape of the apex itself.
Flgure l9l.Illustration of a telson wlft
an armed apex
This term refers to the fact that the apex of the telson (= the most apical margin) doesn't
wear anything at all.
This term doesn't say anything of the shape of the apex itself.
Figure 192. trlustration of a telson with
an unarmed apex
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A telson with an armed lateral margin is a telson with spines on its lateral mnrgin. This
illustrated in Figure tr93.
Figure l"93.Illustration of a telson wlth
armed lateral marglns
I. Lateral margins unarmed To Shane list
A telson with an unarmed lateral margin is a telson without spines or setae on its lateral
margin. This illustrated in Figure 194.
Figure 194. trlustration of a telson Mth
armed lateral marglns
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This tenn means that the apex looks like it was cut of. The telson is expected to be pginted
or rqundqd it is not completely formed.
Figure 195. trlustration of a telson with
truncate apex
K. Apex flat Tnjhr*W
lhe apex has no special shape. The most distal margin does not make eurves but is sirnply
flat as shown in Figure 196.
Figure 196. Illustration of a flat apex
The distal margin of the telson makes a curve. This is a common type of telson. The shape
is shown in Figure 197.
Figure 197. Illustration of a rounded
apex
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M. Apex pointed To Shaoe list
The two lateral margins of the telson distally converge and originato in this way iu a
pointed apex. This is shown in Figure 198.
A
Figure 19E. trlustradon of a polnted apex
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The telson has a shape of a triangle. Figure 199 gives an idealised idea of this shape.
Figure 199. Illustration of a trlangular
telson
O. Linguiform 
_ 
_ ,To Sbgpe lis"l
The most proximal part of the telson is the broadest part. At a certain spot the lateral margin
has a sigmoid shape and generates in this way the typical linguiform shape. This is shswn
in Figure 200.
Figure 200. Illustration of a linguiform
telson
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The later&l margins bow a t a certain place towards the middleJine and diverge again and
come together in a rounded apex.
Figure 201. Illustradon of a medal
shaped telson
The general shape of the telson looks quadrangular as shown in Figure 202.
F'igurrc 202.Illustration of a
quadrangular telson
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R. With ornamentation To Sbape lis!
This does not refer to the margins but to the dorsal or ventral side of the telson. On these
planes ornamentation (little spines, setaeo and other roughness) can be presented as shown
in Figure 203.
Figure 203.Illustration of a telson with
ornamentation
s. without ornamentation 
. IgShg&e lig,!
The dorsal and ventral don't wear ary ornamentation.
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8.5.3.2 Spinee and spinules
8.5.3.2.1 General
On the telson on the lateral and apical margins there is a possibility that there occur spines
and spinules. The number of spines and spinules is important in certain genera to
determinate the species. It's therefor that if possible a maximum and a minimum number of
these appendages is given. When no maximum or minimum can be defined but only one
value, the value of maximum and minimum are equal.
8.5.3.2.2 No of spines on the lateral side
In the figure below the number of spines is seven. Spines are bigger than spinules" When
there are three or more sizes present: the smallest ones are taken as spinules while the
bigger ones in different sizes are taken as the spines, If there are two groups modification in
this rule can be a solution.
Apical spines are not counted as lateral spines. In some genera (e.g. Gastrosaccus) this ean
be debated. When a rounded apex is present the lateral sides are taken up to the epex.
Figure 204. [lustration of a lateral side
wlth spines
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I 8.5.3.2.3 No of spinules on the lateral side
I In the fi.gure below: the number of spinules is three. The number of spinules is always theI number of spinules between two spines or between a distal or proximal border and a sptne.
The minimum value is the lowest number of spinules while the maxirnum Rurnber is theI highest number of spinules between two spines. In the case below the min-value is 0 whileI the max-value is three.
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Figure 205. Illustration of a lateral side
with spines and spinules
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8,5.3.3 Telson ratio
The telson ratio is a morphometric value, which gives an idea of the shape of the telson. In
the table some interpretations of the values are given.
8.5.3.3.1 How to calculate the ratio
The ratio is calculated by dividing the length by the width. The length is taken bewwn the
most proximal point of the telson and the most apical one excluding spines or ofher
appendages. See figurel.
The breadth is taken between the two lateral sides at the broadest point. Some examples in
the three figures below.
Dividing these two values gives the telson ratio lR = LlBl
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Fignre 206. llustration of telson
ratio (L 
= 
length, B 
= 
wtdth)
Figune 207. Illustrefion of
telson ratio (L 
= 
length, B 
=
width)
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Flgure 208,Illustration of telson ratio (L
=Iength,B=wtdth)
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8.5.3.3.2 Interpretation of telson ratio
The telson ratio gives as mentioned above an idea of the general shape of the telson.
In the table below some values are given with the interpretation of the value.
Figure 209. Telson with R < I
trlgure 211. Telson with R >1
Figure 210. Telson wtth R= I
Flgure 2L2. Telson wlth R 
= 
2
T
t
Three times as lons as broad
Table 47. Interpretation of telson ratlos
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Figure 213. Telson with R = 3
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